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ABSTRACT 
 

Renewable energy sources are in strong demand as the need for clean energy is increasing, 

driven by the need to reach the environmental targets. Offshore wind power is becoming 

an attractive source as the technology matures and cost decreases. With time all wind 

farms age and when the time comes one needs to consider end of life alternatives. The 

objective with this Thesis is to assess lifetime extension of offshore wind farms, with a 

focus on reliability, availability and maintenance. As of today there are few offshore wind 

farms reaching their end of life but one needs to be prepared. From the literature review it 

is clear that there is somewhat limited documentation around lifetime extensions. The 

reason for lifetime extension is to increase the return on investment (ROI) of the original 

project, with a limited additional investment. With capital expenditure (CAPEX) being a 

large part of the overall project cost it is beneficial to achieve more operational years to 

divide the cost over, one also need to consider increased operations and maintenance 

(O&M) cost with aging assets. In this Thesis, a Reliability block diagram (RBD) model 

was developed in ReliaSoft BlockSim to calculate wind turbine failures, their associated 

downtime and O&M costs to create an overview of the future behaviour and cost. To 

assess the wind farm economics a financial model was built, based on output from the 

RBD model, to evaluate the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) and internal rate of return 

(IRR) for several cases of lifetime extension. A case study was done for a generic wind 

farm of 30 wind turbines, assumed to be built around 2010 using 3.6MW rated turbines, 

to illustrate a relevant case. Focus was on O&M cost, and it was assumed the structural 

integrity of the wind turbines would be maintained for the lifetime extension for up to 10 

years. 

 

Keywords: Lifetime extension, offshore wind power, O&M, reliability, ReliaSoft 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 

CAPEX Capital expenditure 

CTV Crew transfer vessel 

EUR Euro € 

GBP British Pound £ 

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission 

IRR Internal rate of return 

LCOE Levelized Cost of Energy 

LEI Lifetime extension inspection 

MTBF Mean time between failures (repairable systems) 

MTTF Mean time to failure (non-repairable systems) 

MTTR  Mean time to repair 

nm Nautical mile 

NPV Net present value 

O&M Operations and maintenance 

OPEX Operational expenditure 

PPA Power purchase agreement 

RAM Reliability, availability and maintenance 

RBD Reliability block diagram 

ROI  Return on investment 

RUL Remaining useful life 

SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 

SOV Service operation vessel 

USD United States dollar $ 

WACC  Weighted average cost of capital 

WTIV Wind turbine installation vessel 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 

With the IPCC (2021) report concluding that human influence has warmed the climate, 

driven by greenhouse gas emissions, it is necessary to take actions to limit global warming 

to reduce the consequences. One solution to this is to increase the pace in development 

and deployment of renewable energy sources, with offshore wind as one among several 

technologies.  

Even though the offshore wind sector is in a rapid growth one must also plan for end of 

life scenarios as more wind turbines will start to reach their 20-25 year design lifetime 

soon. An operator has three alternatives for end of life scenarios: lifetime extension, 

repowering or decommissioning (Luengo and Kolios, 2015). Today the number of 

turbines affected is limited but between 2020-2030 around 1800 offshore wind turbines 

will reach their end of life and this number will reach up to 20 000 between 2030-2040 

(Topham et al., 2019).  

Offshore wind technology has matured over the past years and has become more 

competitive with a decreasing LCOE. The cost of an offshore wind farm can be divided 

into CAPEX, financing cost and operational expenditure (OPEX). CAPEX is the 

investment needed for planning and construction, financing cost is as the name implies the 

cost for financing the project, OPEX is largely O&M costs but also include costs such as 

insurance, logistics, training, environmental studies etc. (BVG Associates, 2019). With 

increasing turbine size both CAPEX and OPEX has increased in absolute numbers, in 

terms of cost per unit capacity O&M has decreased (IRENA, 2021b). In the LCOE 

calculation CAPEX represents the largest cost, followed by financing and lastly O&M 

(IEA, 2019). The potential with lifetime extension is to achieve a LCOE reduction as costs 

are divided over more operational years and a larger energy production with a limited 

additional investment cost.  
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 RESEARCH FORMULATION  

How is lifetime extension of offshore wind farms made? What is the financially optimal 

extension time?  

 SCOPE 

The scope of this Thesis is to develop a methodology for assessing the business case 

behind lifetime extension of offshore wind farms, taking into account wind turbine 

reliability with failure rates for sub-systems, O&M costs and downtime associated with 

failures.  The aim of this Thesis is to see how long an extension is financially viable based 

on reliability, availability and maintenance. 

This Thesis describes the various steps to do a lifetime extension. The first part of the 

Thesis will describe the theory and approach in assessing if the wind turbine is fit for 

lifetime extension. With the assumption that it is possible, the second part will model wind 

turbine reliability and the associated O&M costs which form the basis for the business 

case. A case study representative of an offshore wind farm, representative for current wind 

farms, will be made to showcase the methodology. 

 STRUCTURE 

Chapter 1 introduces wind turbine lifetime extension topics and provides a short 

background. Chapter 2 reviews the literature explaining the various subjects in relation to 

lifetime extension. How lifetime extension is made and what the considerations are, as 

well as exploring reliability, availability and maintenance theory and financial theory. 

Chapter 3 presents the research methodology. It describes the reliability block model 

developed together with data sources for reliability statistics and O&M costs. Chapter 4 

applies the methodology in a case study on a representative offshore wind farm assumed 

to be built in 2010, consisting of 30 turbines with a 3.6MW rating. The outputs from the 

wind farm model are the LCOE and internal rate of return (IRR) financial indicators. 

Chapter 5 is discussion and analysis of the results and the methodology used. Chapter 6 

contains conclusions together with recommendations for future work.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The literature review is divided into several sections, where Section 2.1 introduces the 

offshore wind market. Section 2.2 explains the wind turbine taxonomy used. Section 2.3 

describes the concept of wind turbine lifetime extension, both its technical and financial 

aspects. Section 2.4 reviews reliability theory. Section 2.5 explains maintenance theory 

and different maintenance philosophies. Section 2.6 highlights vessel types used for 

maintenance of offshore wind turbines. Section 2.7 introduces financial theory, with the 

net present value (NPV) method, IRR and the concept of LCOE. Section 2.8 concludes 

and summarises the literature review.  

 OFFSHORE WIND MARKET 

The offshore wind market is growing at a high rate. In 2020 renewable energy sources 

accounted for 72% of the new installed capacity, out of these solar energy and wind power 

accounted for 90% (IRENA, 2020b). Offshore wind is small in relation to onshore wind 

but it is growing. Offshore wind supplied 0.3% of the world electricity in 2018 and is 

predicted to account for around 1.5-2% by 2030 (IEA, 2019).  

Between 2000 and 2025 there are 450 offshore wind farms with 18 500 turbines either in 

operation or planned. To highlight the increased development for offshore wind farms, the 

projects commissioned between 2000 and 2010 had 31 wind turbines on average, with the 

largest farm being 80. While for the period of 2011 to 2021 the average wind farm size 

grew to 48 turbines with the largest being 175. This development continues and for wind 

farms planned between 2022 and 2040 the average is 61 with the largest being 1000 

(Clarkson Research, 2021a). Not only the number of turbines has increased over time but 

also the distance to shore. In the early years the wind farms were close to shore, between 

2000 to 2010 the average distance to shore was 5 nm, with the furthest away being 26 nm. 

For year 2011 to 2021 the average distance was 13nm and the greatest distance was 58nm 

(Clarkson Research, 2021a).  
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The dataset for offshore wind farms commissioned between year 2000 and 2010 contains 

1 100 turbines (Clarkson Research, 2021a). The main turbine suppliers were MHI Vestas 

Offshore and Siemens Energy, with MHI Vestas having the largest market share. All of 

the identified turbines have a drivetrain using gearboxes. For wind farms built between 

2011 and 2021 the landscape changed as technology advanced and the market grew, out 

of a total of around 6 600 turbines, with declared turbine model in the dataset, two thirds 

have a gearbox and one third are direct drive. Siemens Energy had the largest market share 

with 40% turbines built followed by MHI Vestas offshore with 12%. The most used 

turbine was Siemens SWT-3.6-120 with 13% market share (Clarkson Research, 2021a). 

As the Thesis is investigating wind farms built in 2010 it is relevant to consider wind 

turbines with a gearbox. The introduction of direct driven turbines, as seen in more recent 

years, offer a lower O&M cost compared to geared turbines (Carrol et al., 2017).     

 TAXONOMY 

The taxonomy provides a standardised naming convention which is helpful with regard to 

data collection and common understanding (Sheng and O’Connor, 2017). The taxonomy 

set out in the Thesis is based on the convention in ReliaWind, the objective with 

ReliaWind was to investigate how offshore wind could become more competitive 

(ReliaWind, 2011). The taxonomy divides the complete wind turbine plant into levels and 

examples from Wilkinson et al. (2011):   

• System: Overall level, the complete wind farm with turbines, substation and 

cables 

• Sub-system: Single wind turbine level, e.g. rotor module 

• Assembly: Parts of the wind turbine, e.g. pitch system 

• Sub-assembly: Parts of the assembly, e.g. blade pitch actuators 

• Component: Lowest level, e.g. a bearing 

Figure 1 shows the sub-system and assemblies for the wind turbine system.  
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Figure 1: Overview of ReliaWind taxonomy for sub-system and assemblies (ReliaWind, 

2011). 

 

 LIFETIME EXTENSION 

Offshore wind farms are design for 20-25 years operations (Pakenham, Ermakova and 

Mehmanparast, 2021). With an increasing number of offshore wind turbines reaching 20 

years of operation it is necessary for the owner to prepare and evaluate end of life 

scenarios. For onshore wind this topic is highly relevant as around 30% of the installed 

wind power capacity in Europe in 2020 was 15 years or older. Offshore wind is not in the 

same situation yet, as the market developed later (Topham et al., 2019). In Clarkson 

Research (2021a) global offshore wind farm database, offshore turbines reaching 20 years 

of operation are few today, based on wind farm start-up date, but will see a strong increase 

around 2030 with several hundreds of turbines per year reaching end of life. Spyroudi 

(2021) mentions that 3.5GW offshore wind will have reached end of life by 2035.  
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When a wind farm is reaching the design lifetime the owner has three scenarios to 

consider: decommissioning, repowering or lifetime extension (Luengo and Kolios, 2015). 

Decommissioning is to stop the operation, all wind turbines to be dismantled and the 

seabed restored. As of today, decommission is the standard solution when offshore wind 

turbines reach end of life (Spyroudi, 2021), this is also mentioned by Interreg (2021).  

Repowering is the replacement of existing components or turbines, but still use the 

existing infrastructure. Interreg (2021) splits repowering into partial and full repowering, 

with partial repowering being replacement of turbine components while full repowering 

is the replacement of the existing turbines. More is noted that the terms lifetime extension, 

refurbishment and partial repowering are relatively similar and in literature not always 

differentiated, Interreg (2021). Pakenham, Ermakova and Mehmanparast (2021) use the 

same understanding for full and partial repowering, but the partial repowering is also 

named lifetime extension. In Spyroudi (2021) partial repowering is considered 

replacement of turbine assemblies e.g. rotor, blades, gearbox, but keeping the foundation 

unchanged, while full repowering is the replacement the existing turbines, foundations and 

array cables.  

Lifetime extension is the continued operation of the wind turbine. The idea is that it only 

requires minor interventions for continued operation after the design lifetime (Interreg, 

2021). For the owner lifetime extension is attractive as it has a low investment cost. For 

continued operation to be possible one needs to ensure that there is enough structural life 

remaining in the turbine for safe operation as well as to understand the state the 

components are in as to assess future O&M costs and downtime (Ziegler et al., 2018). 

There is limited literature available around lifetime extension (Ziegler et al., 2018), this is 

also in line with Spyroudi (2021) who noted that for offshore wind there is no standard 

legislation for extended life operations. Tartt et al. (2021) mentions that much research are 

regarding lifetime extension of tower and blades but limited around the drivetrain.   

In general the wind turbines are assessed for fatigue damage to ensure that continued 

operation is possible (Spyroudi, 2021). It is important to assess the feasibility of lifetime 

extension in terms of failure modes, risk management and O&M costs. Depending on the 
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outcome of the assessment it can be that lifetime extension is viable, if not then one should 

consider repowering or even decommissioning (Luengo and Kolios, 2015). Figure 2 

shows a flowchart for deciding on end of life scenario from Pakenham, Ermakova and 

Mehmanparast (2021). 

The main motivation behind lifetime extension is to maximise the ROI. Challenges 

highlighted for conducting lifetime extensions are how to assess the technical aspects and 

to what detail, how to gather onsite conditions data in a cost effective manner, how to 

perform data-driven assessment at a low cost, and how future experiences are to be used 

in order to reduce uncertainty e.g. failure rates on aging turbines (Ziegler et al., 2018). 

Lifetime extension is gaining interest and is growing due to its simplicity compared to 

repowering, both in terms of structural impacts and simpler logistics (Pakenham, 

Ermakova and Mehmanparast, 2021). Legislation can be an issue with lifetime extension, 

and repowering, in general seabed leases are given for long time periods, 40 to 50 years 

or longer, but for the early wind farms the seabed leases were shorter. If the lease cannot 

be extended the wind farm needs to be decommissioned (Pakenham, Ermakova and 

Mehmanparast, 2021). In addition, as regulations in terms of environmental consent and 

permits have been updated over the years it may be challenging for the early wind farms 

to be extended as it may require repermitting and approval (Interreg, 2021). One 

recommendation given by Interreg (2021) to simplify the permitting process, is that as 

long as the location, tip height and size doesn’t change the wind farm shouldn’t be 

considered as a new project.  
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Figure 2: End of life scenario flowchart, (Pakenham, Ermakova and Mehmanparast, 

2021) 

2.3.1 TECHNICAL ASPECTS 

There is no international standard for lifetime extension for wind turbines but ongoing 

work to add to IEC 61400-28 Wind energy generation systems – Part 28: Through life 

management and life extension of wind power assets, (Natarjan et al., 2020). Grieve, 

Kazemi-Amiri and Leithead (2022) also notes that no standardised approach to lifetime 

extension is in place, but work ongoing with IEC 61400-28.  
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A wind turbine is commonly designed with a life of 20 to 25 years which considers 

probability for structure failure, fatigue etc. If a wind turbine experiences lower loads than 

designed for over its life, a longer life can be assessed as there will be structural reserves. 

These structural reserves are called remaining useful life (RUL), main focus is on fatigue 

limits (Ziegler et al., 2019). All load carrying components need to be assessed for their 

RUL and the lowest RUL will determine the turbine’s overall life. If components are 

replaced the RUL for that component will change and increase (Ziegler et al., 2018). A 

lifetime extension assessment is conducted in the years towards the end of life with the 

aim to answer from a technical perspective if an extension is possible. The assessment is 

made in two parts, one using a practical method and the second an analytical method 

(Pakenham, Ermakova and Mehmanparast, 2021). The purpose with the technical 

assessments is to understand the structural stability of the turbine and show that continued 

operation is safe. 

The practical assessment aim to document if there is damage or wear on any load bearing 

components, focus is also on safety systems. Before a practical assessment is conducted 

all technical documentation, maintenance reports, performance data etc. are evaluated to 

see if there are any indications of faults or errors which should get extra attention 

(Schumacher and Weber, 2019). The inspection can be done by eye but also ultrasonic 

inspections for cracks determination is used, the length of the cracks can then be 

extrapolated to an end of life estimation (Pakenham, Ermakova and Mehmanparast, 2021). 

The inspection also covers if there are corrosion issues, noise in bearings or gearbox etc. 

It is common to find minor faults caused by corrosion or fatigue. If one detects damage 

that that could jeopardize safe continued operation the wind turbine will cease operation 

(Schumacher and Weber, 2019). The practical assessments require being onsite which is 

associated with high cost (Ziegler et al., 2019).  

The analytical assessment is to update the load simulations of the wind turbines with 

operating loads and compare it against the design loads. The updated information is based 

on collected data during the lifetime of the turbine such as environmental conditions and 

operational assumptions (Ziegler et al., 2019). In the analytical calculation, the outcome 
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from the practical assessment is taken into account (Schumacher and Weber, 2019). The 

simulation shows the fatigue loads for all load bearing components affecting the structural 

integrity of the turbine tower, foundation, rotor blades etc. The outcome of the analytical 

assessment is what the RUL is for the turbine and if any actions are needed for continued 

operation. 

The risk assessment company DNV provides a standard, DNV-ST-0262, for lifetime 

extension guidance. This standard functions as a basis for how to assess if wind turbines 

are suitable for extension (DNV, 2016a). DNV offer a certification for lifetime extension 

in DNV-SE-0263, using methodologies described in DNV-ST-0262 (DNV, 2016b). The 

different assessment methods as of DNV-ST-0262 and certification in DNV-SE-0263 are 

described in next section. In addition, Megavind (2016) proposes recommendations for 

lifetime extension also listed in next section.  

 

2.3.2 ASSESSMENT METHODS 

This section lists assessment strategy and methods from Megavind (2016), and methods 

based on DNV (2016a). Megavind (2016) proposes a strategy recommendation for 

lifetime extension based on four scenarios dependent on the available project data. The 

strategy focuses on onshore wind but also covers offshore wind turbines. The scenarios 

start simple and becomes more and more complex, the certainty in the results is increasing 

with the scenarios. Scenario 1 is when no design information or operational measurements 

or history are available. It is required to create a model using information from inspections 

to quantify risks associated to failures to estimate lifetime extension potential. The model 

should aim to answer the consequences of failures, risk and probability of failures. One 

need to determine the condition of each component, understand the link between 

inspection method and how to convert to a lifetime estimation, (Megavind (2016). 

Scenario 2 considers that initial design information is available but not operational history. 

Load calculations are to be made based on environmental conditions. The model should 

aim to provide understanding of critical structural components and their reliability. Based 

on simulations the model should quantify the risk, determine safety factors to show 

reliability target levels for safe operations. Inspection coverage needs to be determined, 
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(Megavind (2016). Scenario 3 consider design information available and SCADA 

measurements for some time periods. A probabilistic model should be built using 

operational history and SCADA data such as wind speed, rotor speed etc. One calculates 

fatigue damage using the model, inputs from inspections are needed as well e.g. crack 

lengths. Same as in scenario 2 the model should quantify risks, determine safety factors 

for reliability targets, (Megavind (2016). Scenario 4 is when detailed measurement data is 

available over a long time period. This scenario considers load measurements from various 

sub-assemblies, such as the tower, and conditional monitoring information such as 

vibrations and temperature on the gearbox etc. With all information available component 

reliability can be calculated and specific inspection routines made. The outcome is again 

to quantify risks and reliability targets, (Megavind (2016).       

DNV (2016a) follows the same principles, DNV-ST-0262 standard describes lifetime 

extension principles for onshore and offshore wind turbines. The purpose of the standard 

is to determine if lifetime extension is possible or not and to ensure that continued 

operation is safe. Four methods for assessing lifetime extension are listed: lifetime 

extension inspection (LEI), simplified approach, detailed approach, and probabilistic 

approach. The methods consist of an analytical part and a practical part, with the exception 

for LEI which is practical only. The analytical part is to do an updated calculation of the 

wind turbine at the specific site with its local conditions (DNV, 2016a). With the practical 

part one tries to assess if the turbine is fit for lifetime extension by inspection. All load 

transferring components and assemblies affecting the structure integrity are inspected for 

fatigue damage, in addition the control system is inspected (DNV, 2016a). The methods 

have varying number of details, all are evaluation the suitability for lifetime extension, 

with the exception for LEI all methods quantify the RUL for the components and turbine 

(DNV, 2016c). LEI only provides an evaluation if lifetime extension is possible while the 

other methods provide documentation for how long it is possible to extend and specifies 

if and when components need to be replaced (DNV, 2016a). The assessment methods 

become more complex and DNV (2016b) provide examples such that LEI can be used for 

a single turbine, simplified approach a small wind farm of e.g. 5 turbines, detailed 
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approach the first installation of a wind turbine type reaching end of life and the 

probabilistic method a large wind farm. 

LEI is carried out on all load transferring components and assemblies, checking for 

damage, cracks, corrosion, wear, tightness, noise etc. Part of LEI is to go through 

maintenance, operational history such as supervisory control and data acquisition 

(SCADA) data as well as if there are any turbine type specific issues such as known 

failures (DNV, 2016a). Appendix A. Lifetime extension inspection lists all components and 

assemblies to be inspected. For example, the tower structure is checked for damage, 

corrosion and cracks, the gearbox for tightness, noise, oil levels and wear, while parts of 

the safety system are functional tested. The outcome of LEI is an evaluation if lifetime 

extension is possible (DNV, 2016a).  

In the simplified approach the analytical part is load calculations using a generic wind 

turbine model with focus on fatigue. The calculation model has to be an aero-elastic model 

taking into account the wind turbine controller, so that dynamic behavior is captured, 

(DNV, 2016a). One compares the initial design load calculation to an updated calculation 

with actual site data, Natarjan (2020) explains it as using the IEC design class and 

comparing it to site data.  DNV (2016a) lists the required input from the site as wakes for 

each turbine, turbulence intensity and fatigue properties of the materials. For the practical 

part it is the same as in LEI. The outcome is a specification stating how long extension is 

possible, what inspection intervals are needed and if there are any restrictions such as 

replacement of components or installation of a condition monitoring system (DNV, 

2016a).  

The detailed approach calculates loads using site specific environmental conditions and 

turbine model, to verify structural integrity of all load bearing components. The detailed 

approach requires original design documentation. The analytical part is divided into two, 

type specific and site specific. The first part is a wind turbine specific analysis completed 

by e.g. the wind turbine manufacturer, collect data from multiple wind farms and calculate 

wind turbine type specific load simulations and conclude a typical LEI plan, potential 

lifetime extension for each main component. The second part is wind farm specific 
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analysis done by the operator, using SCADA data and measurements to determine wind 

conditions and turbulence. This is then compared to the first part to check if the specific 

site can achieve what the turbine supplier calculated (DNV, 2016b).  The practical part is 

the same as the simplified approach, unless otherwise specified. The outcome is a 

specification stating how long extension is possible, what inspection intervals are needed 

and if there are any restrictions such as replacement of components or installation of a 

condition monitoring system (DNV, 2016a). Natarjan (2020) mentions that if the fatigue 

cannot be verified one can take actions such as replacing the component, frequent 

inspections or conditional monitoring, or to adjust the wind turbine control system. 

The fourth approach is probabilistic, the simplified and detailed approach are using 

deterministic values for the structural assessment while the probabilistic approach uses 

stochastic methods e.g. probability distributions. Uncertainties in the models are 

represented with probability distributions (DNV, 2016b). In the analytical part the load 

calculations can be on a generic wind turbine model unless an aero-elastic model of the 

specific turbine is available. One need to select the target reliability levels, identify failure 

modes and build limit state functions (failure criteria), quantify stochastic variable in the 

limit state functions and their correlations. Then calculate the probability of failure for the 

structural components and compare to the target reliability, (DNV, 2016a). The practical 

part is again to set up a LEI plan. The outcome from the probabilistic approach is a 

specification stating how long extension is possible given a probability of failure, 

inspection intervals needed and if there are any restrictions such as replacement of 

components or installation of a condition monitoring system (DNV, 2016a). Natarjan et 

al. (2020) writes that DNV-SE-0263 only give general guidance on how to perform the 

probabilistic calculations without any details. Selection of reliability level is important, 

reliability level for new turbines is an annual probability of failure less or equal to 5x10-4. 

Lower reliability level can be allowed for existing structures based on economic, 

sustainability and social aspects. This is due to the cost to increase the reliability of an 

existing structure compared to a new design. The IEC 61400-28 under development may 

include target reliability levels for lifetime extension, Natarjan et al. (2020).  
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Recommendations by Natarjan et al. (2020) to be included in IEC 61400-28 are inspection 

plans for structural components and special focus on bolt tensions, load calculations 

combined with inspections to ensure integrity of structural components, fatigue 

assessment for components with reliability requirements, acceptance of lower reliability 

level than for new structures and include SCADA data in load calculation.  

 

2.3.3 ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

Simplistically, extending the lifetime of a turbine increases the ROI as more electricity 

will be generated (longer operational time), LCOE decreases as the CAPEX remains 

unchanged, but one also needs to consider increased OPEX cost with aging turbines. 

Maintenance models vary and can either be performed by the turbine supplier, the 

operator’s internal maintenance teams or independent service providers. The maintenance 

contracts also vary in coverage, for example it can from only scheduled maintenance and 

inspections of major components, to also include corrective maintenance, or more towards 

a full service agreement similar to warranty or with availability guarantees (AXIS 

Renewables, 2019). Full service agreements are not used for lifetime extension as it 

becomes too expensive. Alternatives are to make the contract to exclude major 

components and to also ensure flexibility so that the contract can be terminated (Ziegler 

et al., 2018).  
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 RELIABILITY THEORY 

Reliability makes up an important part of this Thesis and builds the fundamentals behind 

the results. It is used for modelling the wind turbine assembly failures and the associated 

costs. Appendix B. Reliability definitions lists common terminology regarding reliability 

theory. 

2.4.1 BATH-TUB CURVE 

The failure rate of mechanical components is not constant over their life, it can be 

described as the shape of a bathtub (Rausand and Høyland, 2004). The bathtub can be 

divided into three periods; burn in period which represent the early life of the component, 

useful life which represents the majority of the life of the component, and then a wear-out 

period towards the end of life, as can be seen in Figure 3. 

In the early life of a component, burn-in or infant mortality period, one expects the failure 

rate to be relatively high but decreasing. This higher failure rate is due to e.g. 

manufacturing defects, quality control issues (ReliaSoft, 2015a). These types of defects 

are more likely to happen in the early life and decrease with age, as the manufacturers 

need to allow for a certain component defect rate as it would be too expensive to 

manufacture otherwise. Common failure types for wind turbines are shown in Figure 4, 

where infant failures are the majority of failures in the early life. Further premature failures 

are also present, this type of failure is only discovered after some time of operation. The 

cause can be hidden defects in e.g. the design or manufacturing processes, (Sheng and 

O’Connor, 2017).  

After a time when the failure rate stabilizes one considers the component to be in the useful 

life period, often assumed to a constant failure rate. The failures occurring in this period 

are mainly chance failures (ReliaSoft, 2015a). Random failures which can appear during 

the lifetime of a wind turbine are expected and considered constant over the lifetime. For 

a wind turbine to survive all random events it would need to be heavily overdesigned 

which would be too expensive. A cause of random failures can be strength exceedance 

caused by an overload event e.g. 50-year extreme gust (Sheng and O’Connor, 2017). 
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Towards the end of life of a component, as it ages and wear increases, the failure rate 

increase (ReliaSoft, 2015a). In general wear-out failures is when a component fails due to 

old age (assuming it has been maintained properly etc.). From an owner’s perspective 

wear-out failures is the preferred cause of failure as one can design and use reliability 

analysis for the planning of maintenance and spare parts replacement. If the wind turbine 

is operated and maintained well one expects the majority of the failures to be wear-out 

failures (Sheng and O’Connor, 2017).  

 
Figure 3: Bathtub curve showing how the failure rate changes over the lifetime (Rausand 

and Høyland, 2004).   

 

 
Figure 4: Common failure types for wind turbine equipment over the project life cycle 

(Sheng and O’Connor, 2017). 
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2.4.2 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS 

A system configuration can be represented by functional block diagrams, a way of 

modelling a system such as a wind turbine. The system is divided into smaller elements, 

blocks which can be e.g. sub-systems, assemblies or components, with the purpose of 

describing it in its simplest form. Each block contains specific information such as failure 

information, time to repair etc. With the failure or reliability information known for each 

block the overall reliability of the system can be calculated. One may consider the 

functional block diagram a collection of “black boxes”, each block having its own 

properties and independent failure with respect to other system elements. In order to 

represent the system, the blocks need to be arranged and connected to reflect the 

configuration, in either series, parallel or a combination of the two (Myers, 2010). In 

Appendix C. Functional block diagrams the theory is explain in more detail.  

 

 MAINTENANCE THEORY 

Maintenance is important for the behaviour of the system as it influences the reliability, 

availability and cost (ReliaSoft, 2015b). There are two different types of maintenance 

strategies: corrective and preventive maintenance. Figure 5 shows an overview of the 

subdivisions to these. A maintenance strategy that uses both corrective and preventive 

maintenance is called reliability centred maintenance. It combines reliability with 

maintenance strategies to optimize against cost for example. The approach is systematic, 

it addresses system functions and how they fail, then prioritisation is made based on safety 

and economics to determine the most efficient maintenance tasks to do to achieve the 

lowest cost (Besnard, 2013). 
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Figure 5: Overview of types of maintenance strategies, adapted from Rausand and 

Høyland (2004). 

Corrective maintenance strategy is maintenance carried out after a failure has occurred, 

which can be at unpredictable intervals. Corrective maintenance is mainly used when there 

is no possibility to detect or prevent a failure in a financially viable manner (Besnard, 

2013). Preventive maintenance is a maintenance strategy where one is proactive and 

replace components before failure occurs to keep the system in operation. Preventive 

maintenance can be either time-based, in which maintenance is carried out at certain time, 

or it can be condition based maintenance in which a certain criterion needs to be fulfilled. 

Preventive maintenance is in many instances more cost efficient than corrective 

maintenance as operational disruption is limited (ReliaSoft, 2015b). Time-based 

maintenance should be used for components where the failure is predicable, either it can 

be for components with a known probability distribution, as one can calculate appropriate 

time intervals for maintenance, or it can be for components where failure is caused by 

degradation due to age. With time-based maintenance the condition of the component is 

unknown between replacement intervals (Besnard, 2013). Condition-based maintenance 

is either inspections or condition monitoring systems assessing the state of a component. 

A condition-based monitoring system uses sensors which are constantly measuring the 

performance of the component against certain parameters (ReliaSoft, 2015b). Sensors may 

measure levels of vibrations, temperature, strain or pressure. By monitoring the behavior, 

the operator has a good overview of what state the component is in. Condition-based 
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maintenance can be used for non-age related failures as it can detect degradation and help 

the operator in maintenance scheduling (Besnard, 2013). The maintenance strategies are 

an important factor for offshore wind, as the O&M cost is two to five times that of onshore 

wind (Luengo and Kolios, 2015). This is linked to the wind farm being off the coast, with 

the different challenges that brings in terms of logistics but offshore wind turbines also 

experience higher failure rates than onshore turbines (Dao, Kazemtabrizi, and Crabtree, 

2019).   

 

 VESSELS  

To enable O&M activities transportation of technicians, spare parts etc. to the wind 

turbines is needed. Vessels commonly used are crew transfer vessels (CTV), service 

operation vessels (SOV) and wind turbine installation vessels (WTIV) (or heavy lift 

vessels), in addition helicopters may be used.  

CTV is the preferred way for O&M activities if the wind farm is close to shore, it provides 

transport for technicians from shore to the turbine (BVG Associates, 2019). Helicopters 

are used for transport of technicians but not as the main alternative, it offers the possibility 

to access a turbine in sea states where CTVs won’t operate (BVG Associates, 2019). In 

the Thesis helicopters will be neglected and only crew transfer vessels considered. 

SOV is preferred if the wind farm is far away from shore. It functions as a base for the 

technicians and spare part storage etc. from where technicians can be deployed to the wind 

turbines either using the SOV directly or a CTV. The crew capacity varies but can be 50 

to 100, but these are not all wind farm workers. The SOV is commonly deployed at the 

wind farm for 1 month at a time before it transits to shore to change crew and supplies 

(BVG Associates, 2019). When heavy lifting is required a WTIV is used, it is commonly 

a jack-up vessel with a large crane capacity. WTIV supports the installation of wind 

turbines by loading the wind turbine parts at quay, transports it to site and assemblies it. 

For large assembly replacements such as blades, gearbox, transformer and generator a 

large crane capacity is needed. These vessels are typically older WTIV no longer able to 

install new turbines (BVG Associates, 2019).  
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 FINANCIAL THEORY 

The purpose of the wind turbine is to generate electricity, to which the operator can make 

a profit and a ROI. The income cash flow is from the electricity produced and sold to the 

market (either spot market or power purchase agreement) and the cash outflows are the 

costs associated to operate the turbine. The income depends on the size of turbine, number 

of turbines, wind conditions, electricity price etc. The costs can be divided into CAPEX 

and OPEX. CAPEX are costs related to development and construction expenditures and 

the costs to finance it, which are dependent on the interest rate and financing period (BVG 

Associates, 2021). OPEX are costs related to operation and maintenance activities, port 

activities, license fees and insurance cost (RAB, 2010). Figure 6 shows a schematic 

overview of the cost of energy for a wind farm. 

 
Figure 6: Cost of energy for a wind farm 

 

2.7.1 NET PRESENT VALUE  

NPV is a method used for assessing investments and their profitability. The method 

accounts for the cashflow, in and out, over a certain period e.g. the project lifetime together 

with a discount rate (the rate to discount future cash flows, this can be the rate another 

investment could yield). The method calculates today’s value of future cashflows, by 

summing and discounting it over the given period. If NPV is positive, the investment is 

attractive, if it is negative it should be avoided (Investopedia, 2021a). The formula for 

calculating NPV can be seen in Equation (2.1).  
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 𝑁𝑃𝑉 =  ∑
𝐶𝑡

(1+𝑖)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=0  (2.1) 

𝐶𝑡 = Net cash flow, 𝑡 = Number of time periods, 𝑖 = discount rate  

 

2.7.2 INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 

In connection to NPV another metric used to measure project profitability is IRR which is 

used to assess the profitability of an investment. IRR represents the discount rate where 

NPV is 0, hence indicates the annual growth rate from the investment. IRR can be used in 

comparisons between investment alternatives to find the most attractive, a higher IRR is 

more attractive (Investopedia, 2021b). The formula for calculating IRR can be seen in 

Equation (2.2), where one solves i. 

0 = 𝑁𝑃𝑉 =  ∑
𝐶𝑡

(1 + 𝑖)𝑡
− 𝐶0

𝑛

𝑡=0

 (2.2) 

𝐶𝑡 = Net cash flow, 𝐶0 = Initial investment cost, 𝑖 = 𝐼𝑅𝑅 = discount rate   

 

2.7.3 LEVELIZED COST ENERGY 

LCOE is a method to calculate a metric that allows for the comparison different investment 

scenarios, or energy sources, and their costs of energy. LCOE focuses on the cost of energy 

produced, hence it is not calculating what would be the most profitable investment 

(Rubert, McMillan and Niewczas, 2018). In LCOE calculation for renewable energy the 

weighted average cost of capital (the financing cost of the project) and discount rate has a 

critical impact due to high investment costs (IRENA, 2020a). LCOE varies between 

project and locations, in Figure 7 the weighted average LCOE for offshore wind for 

projects between 2000 and 2024 is presented together with auction prices/power purchase 

agreement (PPA) prices for projects in Europe, China and rest of the world (IRENA, 

2021b).  
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Figure 7: Weighted average LCOE and auction/PPA prices (IRENA, 2021b). 

 

The formula for calculating LCOE can be seen in Equation (2.3) (IRENA, 2021b).  

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =  
∑

𝐼𝑡 + 𝑀𝑡 + 𝐹𝑡

(1 + 𝑟)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1

∑
𝐸𝑡

(1 + 𝑟)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=1

 (2.3) 

𝐼𝑡 = investment expenditure (CAPEX) in year t, 𝑀𝑡 = operations and 

maintenance expenditures in year t, 𝐹𝑡 = Fuel expenditures in year t (not 

applicable to wind power), 𝐸𝑡 = electricity generation in year t, 𝑛 = design 

lifetime, 𝑟 = discount rate 

 

 

To note here is that the cost occurs in year 0 while the yield part has a delay, it takes e.g. 

one year from the investment was made until the farm is in operation and can generate 

income.  
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 CONCLUSIONS/SUMMARY 

The literature review introduced various topics related to lifetime extension of offshore 

wind turbines. Starting with the offshore wind market, a review of lifetime extension and 

how it is made, followed by reliability, availability and maintainability. From the literature 

review it is apparent that information available on lifetime extensions is somewhat limited. 

RUL is central as it forms the basis for understanding the potential for extension. Less 

focus is if the extension is financially viable which is dependent on O&M costs.  

The aim of this Thesis is to the assess lifetime extension of offshore wind farms and 

provide a case study for how to calculate the business case using a model for reliability, 

availability and maintainability. With this literature review the reader has gotten an 

understanding of the theory on which the methodology is based on.   
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3 METHODOLOGY AND DATA 
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the methodology, reliability and maintainability data 

for offshore wind turbines and the O&M considerations, in order to build a business case 

for lifetime extension. Section 3.1 gives an overview of the research methodology. Section 

3.2 explains the Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) model and business considerations with 

financial calculations. Section 3.3 describes the input data for the calculations such as 

failure rates, repair times, maintenance costs and vessel charter costs. Section 3.4 

summarises the chapter with conclusions.  

 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In order to determine the business case for lifetime extension a reliability model of a wind 

turbine and farm is developed. The research methodology begins with identification of 

required input and parameters, data collection, model development and assumptions. The 

next step is application of the model to a case study and business case calculation. The 

data collection and model development can be explained in more detail by a workflow 

consisting of four parts with; Part A: Determine remaining useful life, Part B: Reliability, 

Part C: Operation and maintenance costs, Part D: Economic assessment as can be seen in 

Figure 8. 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Methodology workflow 
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Part A: Determine remaining useful life is the structural assessment of the wind turbine. 

Due to time and scope limitation this will not be focused on, an assumption is made that 

the turbines have remaining useful life and that lifetime extension is possible. This is 

fundamental as in reality it would differ from site to site and in some cases it would not 

be possible. Assumed output from Part A is that lifetime extension is possible for 10 years.   

Part B: Reliability, it is important to understand the reliability of the wind turbine 

assemblies as to know when a failure may occur and how the design can be improved. The 

output from Part B is failure rates for wind turbine assemblies. 

Part C: Operation and maintenance costs, in addition to understanding when assemblies 

fail one also need to understand the impact of the failure, in terms of cost and time. The 

cost of a failure is spare part cost, transportation cost and maintenance cost to replace it. 

This can become complex for offshore wind farms as weather windows, vessel availability 

etc. may cause delays. The output from Part C is the cost elements of assembly failures 

such as spare part cost, labour cost and transportation cost. 

Part D: Economic assessment links together the previous parts. Firstly, a wind turbine 

model is built which takes into account the reliability, availability and maintenance for the 

assemblies. The model is run through simulations to see how the failure cost develop over 

time. In the economic assessment the income generated from the turbines, or farm, is 

accounted for together with reduced production due to downtime and cost of failures. The 

output is a wind turbine model and cases investigating if lifetime assessment is 

economically viable or not, and for how long.  
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 MODEL FORMULATION 

The model to assess lifetime extension is built up in three steps, first step is modelling the 

wind turbine with its main components, the second step models a wind farm based on 

multiple wind turbines and the third step an economic assessment or calculation to build 

a business case.  

The wind turbines and farm are modelled in a software named ReliaSoft. ReliaSoft is a 

suite of solutions for reliability analysis and modelling developed by HBM Prenscia. It 

focuses on Reliability, Availability and Maintenance (RAM) analysis, reliability centered 

maintenance, failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA), failure reporting, analysis and 

correction action system etc. (ReliaSoft, 2022a). In this Thesis, ReliaSoft BlockSim is 

used which is developed for RAM analysis and fault tree analysis, and among other things 

the software enables modelling of complex systems using RBD. It can be used for 

assessing system reliability and how to lower failure rates, find ways of improving system 

performance, maintenance optimizations, life cycle cost analysis and how maintenance 

strategy selections impact the performance (ReliaSoft, 2022b).  

In the first step a wind turbine is modelled using RBD. The wind turbine is split up into 

blocks, either in series or parallel, where each block represents an assembly e.g. gearbox, 

generator etc. Each block is provided with specific information such as failure rates, 

failure types, spare part cost, repair times, labour cost, mobilisation times, delays due to 

operational restrictions and vessel requirement (logistic costs) etc. so that the model 

captures the behaviour when a block fails. When a block fails the wind turbine stops 

operating and a maintenance activity is triggered to restore the block to a functional state. 

The block diagram model simulation is run for a given time e.g. 20 years. The software 

runs a Monte Carlo simulation hence the results are probabilistic, it calculates when blocks 

fail, how long time it takes to restore it, associated cost to the failure etc. The outcome of 

interest from this first step is the availability and O&M cost as to benchmark that the 

model is reasonable.   

The second step is to utilize the wind turbine model but multiplied in order to construct a 

wind farm, the wind farm consists of a number of wind turbines in parallel. The content 
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of the simulation is similar to step one but are affected by the larger number of turbines as 

there are logistical delays, waiting time as crew is occupied at other turbines etc. which 

influences the result. The main output from the simulation is the wind farm availability 

(or each wind turbine) and the O&M cost related to spare parts, crew and vessel cost.   

In the third step the economic assessment is made which uses the O&M costs from the 

RBD model as an input together with financial aspects such as CAPEX, financing period, 

cost of capital and electricity price. With income and costs known over time for the wind 

farm one can assess the financial performance. An overview of the model formulation can 

be seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Calculation model overview  
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3.2.1 RELIABILITY BLOCK MODEL 

The simulation model uses RBD which represents components with their associated data 

e.g. reliability, spare part costs etc. The modelling is made in ReliaSoft BlockSim, where 

a system is represented by multiple sub-systems, which are connected, in turn a sub-

system represents the assemblies. In the model a block represents an assembly, and 

multiple connected blocks can represent the sub-system, in a similar manner one can 

connect multiple sub-systems to represent the complete system. For background 

information Appendix C. Functional block diagrams explains the theory. 

The complete wind turbine generator consists of 8 sub-systems (modules); rotor, 

drivetrain, nacelle, power, auxiliary equipment, control and communication system, 

structural, and other modules as can be seen in the RBD representation in Figure 10. Each 

module is represented by a sub-diagram which in turn consists of assemblies. To account 

for different failure types in the data each assembly is divided into blocks. These blocks 

represent major replacement, major repair, minor repair and no cost failure, where each 

block contains reliability data, material cost (spare part cost), labour cost, time to repair 

and if there is lead time e.g. for mobilisation of vessel. Each module is divided into 

assemblies, in total the wind turbine contains 24 assemblies and 96 failure modes (4 

different failure modes). In addition to blocks and sub-diagrams, nodes are also used 

which represent the starting point for the software and failure criteria statements e.g. one 

block connected (out of one) needs to be operational for the system to be functional (1/1). 

 

Figure 10: RBD representation a wind turbine with example sub-diagram 

Node Node 
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Rotor module: The rotor module consists of 3 blades, rotor hub and pitch system as 

represented in the RBD model in Figure 11 which contains all 8 different modules. 

Drivetrain module: The assembly considered in the module is the gearbox.  

Nacelle module: The yaw system is considered in the module, modelled as one block.  

Power module: This module is a series system of generator, converter, transformer, 

electrical components and contactor/circuit breakers.  

Auxiliary system module: Is a series system of different auxiliary systems such as 

lubrication oil system, cooling system, pumps, heaters and coolers and other components.  

Control and communication module: This module is a series system of sensors, control 

system and safety system. 

Structural module: Consists of the tower and foundation. 

Other module: This module consists of service items. Carrol, McDonald and McMillan 

(2016) explain that other components are enablers to the other auxiliary systems e.g. door 

seals, nacelle seals etc. 

 
Figure 11: RBD representation of the different modules  
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 DATA SOURCES AND MODEL DATA INPUT 

Cevasco, Koukoura, and Kolios (2020) review databases for both onshore and offshore 

wind. The offshore wind databases have limited information on reliability, availability and 

maintainability. The database they deem to be the most complete is the University of 

Strathclyde offshore, presented in Carrol, McDonald and McMillan (2016). Dao, 

Kazemtabrizi and Crabtree (2019) mentions that reliability data for offshore wind is much 

less available than for onshore wind and that manufacturers are reluctant to share data. A 

review is also made by Carrol, McDonald and McMillan (2016) with the same result that 

there is limited information on failure rates for offshore wind farms in the public domain. 

Due to confidentially reasons they don’t provide any exact information about the database, 

it consists of around 350 geared turbines with induction generator from a single supplier, 

taken from 5 to 10 wind farms, turbine ratings of 2 to 4 MW, rotor diameters of 80 to 120 

m. The age of the turbines are 3 to 10 years, with around two thirds being 3 to 5 years old 

and one third more than 5 years. The data analysed by Carrol, McDonald and McMillan 

(2016) covers over 5 years with 1 768 turbine years of operation. The RBD model, as will 

be seen later on, requires data input such as failure rates, failure assembly cost, repair times 

and labour cost the repairs.  

3.3.1 FAILURE DATA 

The failure rates used in the Thesis for all assemblies are based on (Carrol, McDonald and 

McMillan, 2016) but the naming convention has been adjusted so that it fits the taxonomy 

previously described. A failure is defined in Carrol, McDonald and McMillan (2016) as 

any action that consumes material which is outside scheduled operation. The severity of 

the failures is divided in three categories based on the total material cost required for the 

repair; major replacement if the material cost is higher than 10 000€, major repair if the 

material cost is between 1 000€ and 10 000€ and minor repair if the cost is below 1 000€. 

Failures with no cost data available are named no cost failure. The categorisation is made 

for each assembly in the wind turbine, the costs are for the direct material cost only. With 

this definition of failure any error that is reset by remote control etc. is not a failure. 
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Carrol, McDonald and McMillan (2016) calculate the failure rate for a turbine as in 

Equation (3.1). From this equation one sees that the failure rate is based on the total 

number of failures and times for each assembly, no detailed failure distributions are made. 

One needs to assume a constant failure rate based on the data, the Weibull shape parameter 

β is assumed to be 1 (exponential distribution), then the scale parameter η is equal to the 

mean time between failures (MTBF) value. For explanations see Appendix D. Probability 

distributions. 

 

𝜆 =
∑ ∑

𝑛𝑖,𝑘

𝑁𝑖

𝐾
𝑘=1

𝐼
𝑖=1

∑
𝑇𝑖

8760
𝐼
𝑖=1

 (3.1) 

𝜆 = failure rate per turbine year, 𝐼 = number of intervals data is collected,  

𝐾 = number of assemblies, 𝑛𝑖,𝑘 = number of failures, 𝑁𝑖 = number of turbines, 

𝑇𝑖 = total time period (hours) 
 

 

In Appendix E. Data sources an overview of the failure rates for the assemblies and failure 

categories can be seen. It is evident that some assemblies fail more frequently and severely 

than others. On average each turbine fails 8.3 times/year, the majority of these are minor 

repairs representing ~6.2 failures/year, ~1.1 major repairs, ~0.26 major replacements and 

~0.7 no cost data failure. The pitch system has the most failures per year with 1.1, mainly 

minor repairs. The generator also has a high failure rate of 0.99/year but has more major 

repairs and major replacements. The gearbox has the highest number of major 

replacements.  

These failure rates are constant and in order to have a more realistic behaviour NREL 

(2012) is used to complement the data as it provides component failure distributions with 

Weibull parameters, but for onshore wind, these will be used in combination with (Carrol, 

McDonald and McMillan, 2016). This is a theoretical construct to build Weibull 

distributions of the assemblies, it is a composite where the shape parameter is from NREL 

(2012), and the scale parameter adjusted so that the MTBF matches with Carrol, 

McDonald and McMillan (2016). This approximation of offshore turbine failure 

distributions is theoretical, the failure rates will vary over time but MTBFs matching the 
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offshore data. As no failure distribution data for offshore wind turbines are published it is 

difficult to say if the failure behaviour is captured correctly.  

 

3.3.2 REPAIR TIMES AND COST DATA 

In addition to understanding when assemblies fail, it is important to understand more in 

detail the cost of the failure and how long it takes to restore or replace them. Appendix E. 

Data sources shows the average repair cost for each assembly from Carrol, McDonald and 

McMillan (2016). These costs are direct material cost, hence one needs to take into 

account additional costs such as labour maintenance cost, travel time, lead times etc. Major 

replacements dominate the average repair cost, major and minor repairs have a relatively 

low material cost but higher frequency. To note is that these costs are for unscheduled 

maintenance, interpreted in the Thesis as corrective maintenance.      

In addition to the failure costs, one also needs to consider that a failure will make the 

turbine unavailable, an increased downtime reduces the time the turbine generates 

revenue. Appendix E. Data sources shows the average repair times for each assembly. The 

repair time is the average effective time the technician requires to do the repair, it does not 

include any logistics delays, travel times etc. Carrol, McDonald and McMillan (2016) 

write that the average number of technicians is the total number registered and it is not 

likely that all of them work full time on the repair but rather smaller groups doing certain 

parts. The number of technicians is used for an estimation of the O&M labour cost.  

3.3.3 VESSEL DATA 

Three types of vessels are considered to support the offshore wind farm in the Thesis: 

CTV, SOV and WTIV.   

CTVs are hired on long term charters, hence always available when maintenance is 

needed, it has an operational limit of 1.5m wave height. It is used for minor repairs 

(Dinwoodie et al., 2015). The cost, day rates adjusted to €/day, for the vessel varies 

between sources; Dinwoodie et al. (2015) uses ~2000€/day, BVG Associates (2019) 

~3000€/day and Clarkson Research (2021b) data for 2021 is 2800-4200€/day depending 
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on size. For the analysis a CTV day rate of 3000€/day is assumed. Table 1 shows an 

overview of the vessel parameters.  

SOVs are used for major repairs as it has an external crane, it has an operational limit of 

1.5m wave height. They are charted by month and the mobilisation time is 3 weeks. SOVs 

are assumed to be used for major repair, Dinwoodie et al. (2015). The day rates adjusted 

to €/day varies between sources; Dinwoodie et al. (2015) uses ~11 000€/day, BVG 

Associates (2019) ~29 000€/day and Clarkson Research (2021b) data for 2021 is 16 000-

21 000€/day (for long term charter). SOV day rate used further in the thesis is 20 000€/day 

as an average of the data sources. 

A WTIV is assumed for major replacements, it has an operational limit of maximum 2m 

wave height and wind speed of 10 m/s (Dinwoodie et al., 2015). In Dalgic et al. (2015) a 

mobilisation time of 8 weeks is used as a base case and that the vessel can be hired in 

periods of 2-8 weeks. The day rates adjusted to €/day, for WTIV varies between sources; 

Dinwoodie et al. (2015) uses ~150k€/day, BVG Associates (2019) 90-130k€/day 

excluding crew and fuel costs and Clarkson Research (2021b) data for 2021 35-50k€ for 

a first-generation vessel, 110-140k€ for a second-generation vessel and up to 165k€ for a 

third-generation. Ulstein (2021) explains that the first generation WTIV is from around 

2005 with installation of 3MW turbines in mind and crane capacity of 500t, second 

generation from 2010 with 900t crane capacity for installation of 6MW turbines, third 

generation from 2015 with 1400t crane capacity for 9MW turbines, a fourth generation is 

considered from 2022 with 2500-3500t crane capacity for installation of 15MW turbines. 

For the Thesis a first generation WTIV is assumed, day rate used further is 50 000€/day.  

Depending on sub-assembly and the failure category the vessel requirement is different. 

In general CTVs are used for minor repair, SOVs for major repairs and WTIV for major 

replacements. Table 7 in Appendix E. Data sources summarises of the vessel requirement 

for each assembly and failure category. The vessels have operational limits, in the Thesis 

the consequence on operational window of this is based on Feuchtwang and Infield (2013) 

wind and wave data for Barrow offshore wind farm. The expected delay for a certain 

operation depends on the time window needed as well as the wave height as can be seen 
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in Figure 12. Combining this data with vessel requirements and repair times an expected 

delay can be approximated for each failure, see Table 8 in Appendix E. Data sources for 

estimated delay for each failure due to operational limitations.  

 

Table 1: Vessel parameters for maintenance consideration 

 
Figure 12: Expected delay times against repair time (Feuchtwang and Infield, 2013).  

  

Vessel type 
Day rate 

[€/day] 

Vessel speed 

[kn] 

Mobilisation 

time 

Charter 

duration 

Crew transfer vessel (CTV) 3 000 24kn - - 

Service operation vessel (SOV) 20 000 15kn 3 weeks 4 weeks 

Wind turbine installation vessel (WTIV) 50 000 12kn 8 weeks 4 weeks 
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 SUMMARY/CONCLUSION 

This chapter described the methodology used in the Thesis, starting with the research 

methodology overview which builds on the information from the literature study. A RBD 

model of a wind turbine was built with emphasis on reliability, availability and 

maintainability. The RBD model represents the wind turbine on an assembly level with 

expected failures, downtime and associated costs. The RBD model requires data inputs 

such as assembly failure rates, repair costs, repair times, vessel requirement and costs. A 

number of assumptions were made as to define and limit the scope of the calculation 

model, using the outputs from the RBD model the economic aspects are further analysed 

in Excel to build the business case around lifetime extension.   
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4 APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS  
 

Chapter 4 describes the application of the O&M model and the results. Section 4.1 lists 

the assumptions made in the calculation models. Section 4.2 provides the results of a single 

wind turbine, followed by Section 4.3 with the wind farm results. Section 4.4 contain the 

business case calculations and financial results. Section 4.5 provides short conclusions.  

 MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

A number of assumptions are made which can be divided into different categories, firstly 

the RBD model describing the input parameters, secondly simulation settings and thirdly 

the financial model and business case.  

4.1.1 RBD MODEL 

Assumptions for the reliability block model can be separated into failures, maintenance 

and vessel model.  

 

Failures 

• Assembly failure rate can be seen in Appendix E. Data sources. These are based 

on the MTBF from Carrol, McDonald and McMillan (2016) but a Weibull 

distribution is made using the shape parameter from NREL (2012) and then 

calculate the scale parameter to match the MTBF for each assembly.  

• All assemblies are repairable systems, and all failures can be repaired. 

• Aging behaviour of the assemblies is simulated by introducing a partial restoration 

factor (as the failure data is based on a younger population). The partial restoration 

factor describes how the assembly is restored after a maintenance intervention, it 

will only consider the damage accumulated since the last repair. For example, a 

factor of 100% meaning that it is restored to as good as a new condition, 50% that 

it only restores half of the damage since last repair. The assumed partial restoration 

factors are for major replacements is 90%, major repairs 90% and minor repairs 

and no cost failures 95%. See Appendix G. Simulation results single turbine for 

more details. 
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• When a failure occurs the wind turbine fails and stops operating. Maintenance 

intervention is needed to restore it to a functional state. 

 

Maintenance: 

• An overview of the maintenance structure can be seen in Figure 13.  

• The maintenance crew can 

only fix one failure at a time. 

• Spare parts are always 

available. 

• Repair time and costs as 

described in Appendix E. 

Data sources.  

• Crew cost of 200€/h per 

technician 

• Number of technicians 

needed as per Table 2, 

lightly interpreted from 

Carrol, McDonald and 

McMillan (2016).   

• Vessel mobilization time is 

the duration for a vessel to 

arrive to the wind farm. For 

the CTV there is no 

mobilization delay as it is assumed to be on long term charter at wind farm. SOV 

vessels are assumed to have a mobilization time that is normally distributed with 

a mean 30 days and standard deviation 15 days. WTIV are also assumed to be 

normally distributed with a mean of 60 days and standard deviation 15 days. This 
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is a simplification as one most likely does maintenance campaigns at certain time 

periods, hence this is to represent a waiting time period.  

• Repair delay or logistic delay times due to operational restrictions (waiting on 

weather) as of Table 8 in Appendix E. Data sources. 

 

Table 2: Assumed number of technicians needed 

 
 

 Vessel: 

• A vessel performs one return trip for each failure. 

• Transit time based on a distance to shore of 20nm. 

• Vessel requirement as described Table 7 in Appendix E. Data sources, depending 

on assembly and failure type either CTV, SOV or WTIV vessel.  

• CTV is chartered per year (with a day rate of 3000€/day). 

• SOV and WTIV are chartered as needed when failures occur, with day rates of 20 

000€/day and 50 000€/day respectively and are paid for days used including 

waiting on weather. 

4.1.2 SIMULATION 

The simulation in ReliaSoft is set to a length of 30 years, to indicate what the results would 

be if it would be possible to extend lifetime by 10 years, assuming a 20 year design life. 

The calculation is a Monte-Carlo simulation, the resolution in the simulation is in steps of 

6 days (total 1825 points) and is run 500 times or to convergence criteria of 0.1%.  

4.1.3 FINANCIAL MODEL AND BUSINESS CASE 

The following assumptions are made for the financial calculations: 

• Weighted average cost of capital (WACC) in the LCOE calculation is assumed to 

6.5%, based on IRENA (2021b) with a range from 7.5% in 2010 to 5% in 2020 for 

developed countries.   
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• Total installed cost (CAPEX) is assumed to $4 658/kW (converted to 4 050€/kW) 

based on weighted average cost for total installation in Europe in 2010 (IRENA, 

2020a).  

• For the total OPEX calculation one needs to take into account other factors than 

the calculated maintenance cost in the RBD model. BVG Associates (2019) list 

the following items: training, onshore and offshore logistics, health and safety 

inspections, insurances, environmental studies, maintenance of balance of plant 

(cables, substation etc.), summarizing those it equates to around 45 000€/MW per 

year.  

• Electricity prices 

o Feed-in payment based on Fraunhofer (2022) with 0.154€/kWh for the first 

12 years, after year 12 the subsidy is 0.039€/kWh up to year 20. From year 

21 and onwards spot price is used.   

o Svenska kraftnät (2019) operates with an average price in 2030 in Germany 

at around 47€/MWh. In the financial model a price of 45€/MWh for the 

spot price is assumed.  

• Wind turbine yield is estimated to 13.2GWh/year per turbine. The calculation is 

made in WindPro and based on Siemens SWT-3.6-120 for a generic wind farm 

detailed in Appendix F. Energy calculation, with an average wind speed of 8.2m/s 

and a resulting capacity factor of 41.9%.  

• Decommissioning of the wind farm cost of 300k€/MW, estimated from BVG 

Associates (2019). 

• O&M cost increase of 2% annually, added on top of the simulated values. 

• Interest rate 3.2% based on EWEA (2017) for offshore wind farms financed in 

2010. 

• Debt is assumed to be 60% and equity 40%, based on EWEA (2013) which 

mention a range of 60-70% debt to equity.  

• Tax on profit of 29.9% to reflect Germany based on Tax Foundation (2022). 

• Currency exchange rates as of 7th of February 2022: 
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o USD to EUR 0.87 (XE.com Inc, 2022) 

o GBP to EUR 1.18 (XE.com Inc, 2022) 

 SINGLE WIND TURBINE 

This section describes the simulation of a single wind turbine as to validate the 

assumptions and the viability of the model calculations.  

The simulation running the single wind turbine over 30 years shows the desired behaviour 

and the result trends are feasible. Figure 14 shows a block up/down output plot from 

ReliaSoft indicating when the blocks are expected to fail, here only the sub-systems are 

shown but one can go into detail of the assemblies e.g. gearbox major replacements. 

Appendix G. Simulation results single turbine shows examples of output from ReliaSoft 

and Appendix J. ReliaSoft model set up show more information on the parameters. 

 
Figure 14: Single turbine block up/down from simulation in ReliaSoft. 
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4.2.1 FAILURES 

The system fails in various ways with different assemblies having different reliability. 

How the failures develop over time is seen in Figure 15 with the accumulated failures in 

the different categories. Of the total number of failures the majority are minor repairs, 

followed by major repairs, no cost data failures and major replacements. It is expected that 

minor failures are more frequent and major repairs and replacements less frequent. The 

failure rate for the categories is shown in Figure 16, with the trend of an increasing failure 

rate, the rates are low when the turbine is new and then increases as it ages.   

 
Figure 15: Expected failures 

 

Figure 16: Failure rate per year for a single wind turbine (a) in detail and (b) overall  
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4.2.2 AVAILABILITY 

The first availability metric to consider is the mean availability, which is the average over 

a certain time period, a second availability metric is point availability, indicating the 

availability at a point in time. The mean availability of the single turbine is 91.3% for 20 

years of operation with 163 expected failures, for 30 years it drops to 89.8% with a total 

of 285 expected failures. Figure 17 shows how the availability decreases over time, both 

point availability and mean availability. For example the point availability at year 30 is 

87.8% which is lower than the mean availability for 30 years as the availability drops as 

the turbine ages. The mean has the history of all years while point availability is only at 

that instance in time. The simulation results can also be seen in Appendix G. Simulation 

results single turbine. 

 
Figure 17: Single wind turbine point availability and mean availability  
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 WIND FARM 

The case study wind farm consists of 30 turbines as to represent an average wind farm 

commissioned around 2010. In ReliaSoft the wind farm is built up by combining 30 wind 

turbine models in parallel, as illustrated in Figure 18, in the software it is possible to set 

parallel units as indicated in the box. 

 
Figure 18: RBD of wind farm illustration consisting of 30 wind turbines, all turbines are 

in parallel. 

 

4.3.1 FAILURES 

The wind farm experience 8742 wind turbine failures over 30 years causing individual 

wind turbines to stop operating, how it is distributed can be seen in Figure 19. The most 

common failure category is minor repair representing 82.5% of all failures, followed by 

major repairs with 9.9%, no cost failures 5.2% and major replacements 2.4%. Appendix 

H. Simulation results wind farm shows more detailed information on the failures. The 

failures also cause downtime and costs, these are categorised into time under repair 

representing the effective repair time by the crew, waiting for spare parts including the 

waiting time due to vessel mobilisation, waiting for crew (logistic delay) represents 

waiting on weather and the transit time to the wind farm, waiting for crew (occupied) is 

when the crew is doing work on another turbine hence the next intervention has to wait 

until it is finished.  
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Figure 19: Wind farm failure distribution over 30 years. 

 

4.3.2 AVAILABILITY 

The simulation calculates the availability for each wind turbine, but the data needs to be 

aggregated to see the overall wind farm results. The mean availability of the wind turbines 

is 90.0% after 20 years and 88.2% after 30 years. The point availability drops from 86.5% 

at year 20 to 81.7% at year 30 as can be seen in Figure 20. The availability numbers are 

lower than for the single turbine as dependencies on delays in maintenance crew, waiting 

times etc. has an effect with multiple wind turbines.  

 
Figure 20: Wind farm turbines mean availability  
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4.3.3 COSTS 

The costs in ReliaSoft associated with the operation of the wind farm are crew cost, spare 

part costs and vessel costs. The costs are mainly driven by the increased number of failures 

which causes an increased number of vessel interventions. In order to make the results 

more generic the O&M cost is presented as cost per MW in Figure 21. The trend of the 

yearly (point) O&M cost is that it increases with age, in year 15 the annual O&M cost is 

15% higher than in year 10, in year 20 19% higher, in year 25 38% and in year 30 63% 

higher. The mean O&M cost is more stable as it averages over the years but a wind farm 

operating for 25 years has a mean annual O&M cost which is 8% higher than for 20 years 

operation, operating for 30 years is 16% higher. Figure 22 shows the O&M cost per MWh, 

taking into account that annual production decreases with time. More cost information can 

be found in Appendix H. Simulation results wind farm. 

 
Figure 21: Wind farm O&M cost per MW 

 

Figure 22: Annual O&M cost per MWh for wind farm 
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The accumulated cost of operating for 30 years is 353m€, where 66% is vessel cost, 21% 

crew cost and 13% spare part cost, as can be seen in Figure 23. The majority of the vessel 

cost is attributed the WTIV cost. The 

costs are not evenly distributed 

between the failure categories. With 

the largest cost contributor being major 

replacements with 271m€, as seen in 

Figure 24, out of which 41m€ is spare 

part cost while the majority is vessel 

cost with 180m€ and crew cost of 

51m€. Second largest contributor is 

minor repairs with 43m€, consisting of 

1.5m€ spare parts cost while again 

vessel cost is high with 30m€. Major 

repairs show the same tendency with 

2.7m€ being spare part cost, 25.4m€ 

vessel cost and 7.8m€ crew cost. No 

cost failure category has an even split 

between vessel cost 1.9m€ and crew 

cost 1.4m€.  

The module contributing the most to the total cost is the drivetrain, it accounts for 67% of 

the cost followed by the power module with 21%, the total cost split is seen in Figure 25. 

The main driver for the large gearbox cost, 236m€, is the combination of failure frequency 

for major replacements together with the high replacement cost, spare parts and the re 

related to the need for a WTIV. The power module is second on the list with the generator 

being a large contributor with 67m€.  

 

Figure 24: Failure cost by category 
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Figure 25: O&M cost overview by module over 30 years 
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results in a LCOE of 155.9€/MWh, where CAPEX account for 110€/MWh (~70%), O&M 

28.4€/MWh (~18%), other O&M 16.1€/MWh (~10%) and decommissioning 1.4€/MWh 

(~1%). In terms of investment LCOE is supplemented with a cash flow analysis and IRR 

calculation. The cash flow analysis can be seen in Figure 26 assuming a debt of 60%. In 

the first 12 years with the higher subsidised electricity price the wind farm earns 17-25m€ 

per year after tax, while after year 12 it reduces to a loss of 0.6-2.9m€ with a lower subsidy 

price and still paying down the loans. Liquidity is built up in the first 12 years to handle 

the remaining years and decommissioning. The IRR for the baseline case is 5.2%. 

Appendix I. LCOE calculations shows the calculation set up.  

 
Figure 26: Cash flow analysis 20 years operation 
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4.4.3 10 YEARS LIFETIME EXTENSION 

Assuming that a 10 year lifetime extension is possible, operation continues to year 30 with 

full maintenance activities and decommissioning in year 31. The NPV value of the cost 

elements increases to 676m€ with extended operation and the discounted sum of energy 

production 4 665 GWh equating to a LCOE of 144.8€/MWh. CAPEX accounts for 

93.8€/MWh (69%), O&M 33.3€/MWh (23.0%), other O&M 17.0€/MWh (11.7%) and 

decommissioning 0.7€/MWh (0.5%). After year 20 the wind farm operates on spot market 

with results in losses of 1.1m€ to 6m€. With increased O&M costs the losses increase 

towards year 30. The IRR for the wind farm with a 10 year extension is 6.0%.  

4.4.4 EXTENSION WITH VESSEL OPERATION LIMITATION 

This case is an alternative approach to lifetime extension, as a major cost driver is the use 

of WTIV in O&M activities, one could limit the use of it and only focus on repairing minor 

failures. In essence this case is a lifetime extension of 5 years with full maintenance 

activities, but after year 25 one limits the use of WTIV which in effect is not repairing 

major replacements and to some extent major repairs. The power generation is reduced as 

availability drops from year 25, as seen in Figure 27, as well as a reduction in O&M costs 

as not all failures are repaired. In this case three scenarios are investigated: 25+2 years 

extension, 25+3 years and 25+5 years. The discounted sum of energy production for the 

three cases are 4 463, 4 486GWh and 4 507 GWh respectively, the NPV of costs are 655, 

657 and 661m€ respectively. This results in LCOE of 146.8, 146.5 and 146.7€/MWh. The 

IRR for the three cases is 6.39%, 6.37% and 6.04% 

 
Figure 27: Wind farm availability with limited vessel operation  
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4.4.5 BUSINESS CASE SUMMARY 

To summarize the results, LCOE reduces with lifetime extension. In the baseline case with 

20 years operation the LCOE is estimated to 156€/MWh, by extending the life by 5 years 

it reduces to 149€/MWh and 10 years to 145€/MWh as can be seen in Table 3. A 10 year 

extension offers 9.3% reduction in LCOE and a 15% increase in IRR compared to the 

baseline case. The case with limiting WTIV operation shows small benefits over a 

standard 10 year lifetime extension with full maintenance activities.  

 

Table 3: Financial results 

 
Baseline 

20y 
Ext. 5y Ext. 10y 

Ext. 25+2 

limit WTIV 

Ext. 25+3 

limit WTIV 

Ext. 25+5  

limit WTIV 

NPV cost (m€) 620 650 676 655 657 661 

NPV energy (GWh) 3981 4378 4665 4463 4486 4507 

LCOE 

(€/MWh) 

Total 155.9 148.5 144.8 146.8 146.5 146.7 

CAPEX 109.9 99.9 93.8 98.0 97.5 97.0 

O&M 28.4 31.0 33.4 31.0 31.1 31.3 

Other 

O&M 
16.1 16.6 17.0 16.9 17.1 17.6 

Decom. 1.4 1.0 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.7 

IRR (%) 5.21% 5.46% 5.97% 6.39% 6.37% 6.04% 

 

 CONCLUSIONS 

In chapter 4 results from the reliability model are shown, together with the wind farm 

development in terms of availability, failures and cost. The data input and model 

assumptions have been described, followed by an implementation to a single turbine for a 

validity check as well as a description around partial restoration as to mimic an increased 

failure rate with age. Lastly, a business case evaluation for a wind farm has been presented 

with cash flow and IRR for several lifetime extension scenarios.  
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5 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
 

In this chapter the methodology to assess lifetime extension potential and the results are 

discussed. In addition a sensitivity analysis is performed to provide more clarity and 

robustness around the results.  

 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

The lifetime extension simulation results were presented in Chapter 4. First to discuss is 

the feasibility of the model, which forms the foundation of the results. The overall 

availability of the wind farm seems reasonable. It is rather consistent with the wind farm 

in Carrol et al. (2017), in that study the turbine population is largely young and the 

availability is 91.5% compared to the simulated mean availability of 92.6% in year 10. 

The availability is affected by several factors such as the assumed failure rates, 

mobilisation times and repair times.  

The failure distribution used is a composite, based on Carrol, McDonald and McMillan 

(2016) but modified using NREL (2012), to construct a Weibull distribution. The 

distribution shows similarities with Carrol, McDonald and McMillan (2016) which is 

expected in the early years but then deviates with time as the distributions differs. The 

failure rates show the desired trend with increased rates as the turbines ages. One need to 

be cautions on the absolute numbers as the failure distribution is a theoretical construct.   

The O&M cost associated to operating the wind farm is simulated with vessel cost, crew 

cost and spare part cost. Many assumptions have been made but the cost level seems 

reasonable with O&M cost around 18% of LCOE, or 28% if including other O&M, for 

the base case with 20 years operation, compared to IRENA (2021b) O&M costs range 

from 16-25%. Further O&M costs for projects commissioned after 2015 is indicated at 

$0.017/kWh to $0.030/kWh (~0.015€/kWh to 0.027€/kW), the simulated wind farm O&M 

cost for 20, 25 and 30 years of operation is 0.028€/kWh, 0.031€/kWh and 0.033€/kWh, 

respectively. These numbers are in the high range, but it provides confidence that the costs 

are representative even tough slightly high. The cumulative crew cost of 42m€ over 20 
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years operation equates to 22 wind turbine technicians if using an annual cost of 95 000€, 

converted from £ based on Dinwoodie et al. (2015). 

LCOE of the simulation is on a realistic level with 155€/MWh for the base case, 

comparing to IRENA (2021b) the weighted average for wind farms in 2010 was 

$158/MWh (~145€/MWh) with the data seen in Figure 7. With lifetime extension a 

reduction in LCOE is apparent, with a 5 year extension the LCOE is reduced by 5% while 

one achieves a reduction of 9% with a 10 year extension. The alternative approach of 

limiting WTIV is less favourable than a standard extension due to the reduction in power 

generation, one needs to carefully monitor the reduction in availability. 

The business case shows that the wind farm is profitable over its lifetime, although once 

operating on the spot market there is no certainty it is profitable. It is highly sensitive to 

the electricity price, for the base case an IRR of 5.2% is achieved, which increases to 5.5% 

with a 5 year extension and 6.0% with the 10 year extension. For better understanding of 

the impacts a sensitivity analysis is made.  

5.1.1 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

As the lifetime extension model has many parameters and inputs a sensitivity analysis is 

in order to check its robustness. The case study presented uses fixed parameters, but to be 

more confident in the numbers and the range of possible outcomes a Monte Carlo 

simulation is performed with 4000 iterations. The ReliaSoft simulation forms the base, 

with wind farm availability, vessel use, crew hours, spare part cost etc. Table 4 shows the 

parameters accounted for in the Monte Carlo simulation and their ranges.  
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Table 4: Lifetime extension parameters for Monte Carlo simulation 

 Parameter Central Range Unit 

Financial 

aspects 

CAPEX 437.4 +/-10% m€ 

Discount rate 6.5% +/- 1.5% % 

Loan rate 3.2% +/- 1.0% % 

Decommissioning 21.6 +/-10% m€ 

Operation 

and 

maintenance 

O&M cost (spare part, 

crew cost, CTV) 
From simulation +/-10% m€/year 

WTIV day rate 50 000 -20%/+50% €/day 

SOV day rate 20 000 -20%/+50% €/day 

Other O&M 4.9 +/-10% m€/year 

Other 
Wind farm availability From simulation +/-5% % 

Spot price 0.045 +/- 20% €/kWh 

 

In the baseline example with wind farm operation for 20 years as presented earlier the 

LCOE was 155.9€/MWh. The Monte Carlo simulation is on pair with a mean of 

153.9€/MWh, min of 137.1€/MWh and max of 173.7€/MWh, as seen in Figure 28. The 

spread is rather large and the LCOE distribution is not fully normally distributed as it is 

bit flatter, but it provides an understanding of the outcome.  It is important to understand 

what parameter ranges one could experience as it will influence the financial viability.  

 
Figure 28: LCOE distribution for baseline case 
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In Figure 29 the ranges for the simulated cases can be seen, with extensions of 5 and 10 

years, limitations on WTIV after a 5 year extension and operations for an additional 2, 3 

and 5 years. Lifetime extension has a positive impact on LCOE, the lowest LCOE is with 

the longest extension of 10 years. Limiting the WTIV operation has some effect, but one 

should be conscious that output is reduced, it seems less favourable than an extension 

without limiting the vessel. The second financial aspect is the IRR, previously it ranged 

from 5.2% to 6.4% depending on scenario. With the sensitivity analysis this range is now 

much wider ranging from -2.4% to 11.0%. For example the baseline case has an IRR range 

of -2.2% to 9.7% with a mean of 5.5% compared to 5.2%. This shows the need for 

sensitivity analysis and to be risk adverse. A histogram of the Monte Carlo results is seen 

in Figure 30 and the ranges are shown in Figure 31.  

The sensitivity analysis shows a relatively widespread in LCOE results of around +/-12%, 

it is rather balanced as all cases seem to land around the same spread and the overall story 

does not change. It highlights the importance of input parameter variations as to 

understand the robustness of the results. One parameter affecting the overall result is the 

CAPEX but for lifetime extension it is already fixed as the farm has been built so it is 

outside the control of the parameters in this Thesis. Another important parameter is the 

future electricity price which can be difficult to forecast with certainty. For the wind farm 

owners the focus needs to be to try to optimize output vs O&M cost, what level is optimal 

requires investigation of different scenarios.  

A limitation with the sensitivity analysis is that the failure distributions are fixed (taken 

from the simulations), as it is a composite of data sources it would be of interest to vary it 

slightly as to see how the outcome changes. 
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Figure 29: LCOE sensitivity analysis. 

 
Figure 30: Histogram of IRR Monte Carlo results for the base case 20 years. 

 
Figure 31: IRR sensitivity analysis  
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 DISCUSSION OF THE METHODOLOGY 

The wind farm model is an attempt to answer the research question around lifetime 

extension, the economics behind it and how long it is financially viable.  The model 

provides insights on how the reliability, availability and maintenance develops over time 

for the wind farm. It should be viewed as a methodology rather than looking at the exact 

results as it requires many inputs, and a number of assumptions and simplifications have 

been made. It was possible to model this in ReliaSoft BlockSim to a large extent, although 

other alternatives could be investigated which may be more flexible.  

The RBD data used to construct the wind turbine is based on assembly level with four 

failure categories. The failure data influences the whole model and it would be beneficial 

to have more detailed data, in terms of an older population, on sub-assembly level and 

Weibull failure distributions. Further the partial restoration introduced to mimic the aging 

turbines and their increased failure rates is not based on data but is a way to showcase the 

possibility, hence is also a source of uncertainty. With this is mind one should look at the 

trend rather than the absolute numbers.  

In the model a failure is only restored if a maintenance intervention has taken place. This 

captures the downtime behaviour due to crew delays, logistic delays and a simplified delay 

for waiting on weather. A simplification in the crew modelling is that only one failure is 

restored per trip which may cause a larger number of vessel interventions than in reality. 

A failure that needs a WTIV or SOV for correcting is modelled with a mobilisation time, 

this can over/underestimate the downtime as one most likely do maintenance campaigns 

and not only one turbine at a time. 

The simulation model results in O&M costs and wind farm availability which is used in 

the business case together with CAPEX etc. for calculating LCOE and IRR.   

The overall results achieved seems reasonable, but the methodology could be refined 

further, the quality of the model is highly dependent on the data input.    
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
 

This chapter concludes the work regarding the lifetime extension of offshore wind farms, 

with conclusions and the limitations of the Thesis as well as proposals for further research. 

The objective with the Thesis was to assess the financial viability of lifetime extension for 

offshore wind farms, a methodology was developed and implemented on a generic wind 

farm to build a business case.  

The methodology developed provides an overview of the data and parameters of interest 

for offshore wind farm operation. Reliability, maintainability and cost data were applied 

in ReliaSoft BlockSim to build a RBD model of the wind farm. The output from the 

simulations was the failure behaviour of the assemblies with the number of failures, time 

to repair, downtime, availability and also cost elements split into crew, vessel and spare 

parts. This output was then used for a business case calculation and economic assessment. 

There are a number of simplifications and limitations with the developed model one needs 

to be aware of; the failure rates are a composite of two sources to construct a failure 

distribution, failures are on assembly level and not on component level, maintenance 

philosophy and vessel scheduling is simplified, environmental condition delays are 

assessed and do not account for actual environmental data. The methodology developed 

is viable and that the results from the case study are realistic, with the sensitivity analysis 

providing more confidence. The first finding from the study is that lifetime extension is 

favourable in terms of reducing the overall LCOE for an offshore wind farm, as with 

increased power generation the CAPEX reduces per unit. The second finding from the 

cases analysed with lifetime extension up to 10 years, a longer extension is more 

favourable but a smaller is better than none. The third finding is that once the wind farm 

is operating on the spot market it is highly sensitive to market fluctuations, one needs to 

carefully evaluate if it is profitable or not. The fourth and final finding is that lifetime 

extension is beneficial, but it is difficult to say what an optimal extension length is as it is 

affected by a number of parameters such as increasing O&M cost, wind resource, turbine 

availability and spot price etc. From an investment perspective a comparison with other 
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end of life scenarios is needed, which has not been made in this Thesis, e.g. if repowering 

would have a higher ROI. 

Offshore wind farms are just starting to reach an age where end of life scenarios should 

be considered, time will tell whether repowering or extension will be used until 

decommissioning. In terms of LCOE lifetime extension is attractive, but one must see the 

whole picture as offshore wind O&M costs are high and other alternatives may have better 

ROI. The literature study provides information on why lifetime extension is considered 

for offshore wind farms and what is needed to conduct it. As mentioned by Natarajan et 

al., 2020) no standard for lifetime extension exists but work is ongoing with IEC 61400-

28. Different methods are proposed in DNV (2016a) and Megavind (2016) depending on 

available information with both analytical and practical parts.   

Further research and future work should be to extend the scope of the assessment with 

more detailed data. This is in relation to actual environmental conditions, in terms of vessel 

operating windows but also seasonal variations in power generation. It would be beneficial 

with actual failure distribution data for a large population over a long time period, 

including a split between preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance. Focus on 

future work should also be on the philosophy around vessel interventions, utilization and 

mobilisation, to use campaigns where multiple turbines are restored.  
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APPENDIX A. LIFETIME EXTENSION INSPECTION 
This appendix shows the inspection list for LEI inspection as of DNV (2016a). All 

components are listed together with indications for what they should be tested for. 

Table 5: Inspection list for LEI (DNV, 2016a) 
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APPENDIX B. RELIABILITY DEFINITIONS 
Reliability: Is described in Rausand and Høyland (2004) as a component’s ability to carry 

out a required function for a time period with specified operational condition and 

environment.  

Failure: Is when a component ceases the ability to carry out its required function (Rausand 

and Høyland, 2004). 

Failure rate (λ): Number of failures per unit of time.  

Maintainability: Can be described in a simplified manner based on Rausand and Høyland 

(2004) as components ability to be restored to given condition when maintenance is 

carried out.  

Redundancy: More than one manner to carry out a required function (Rausand and 

Høyland, 2004).  

Mean time to failure (MTTF): Is the mean time a component operates until failure (non-

repairable items) (Faulstich, Han and Tavner, 2011).  

Mean time to repair (MTTR): Mean time to repair is the average time for a component 

to be restored from a failure, also considered downtime (Faulstich, Han and Tavner, 2011).   

Mean time between failures (MTBF): Is the average time between failures (for 

repairable items) or unplanned stops (Faulstich, Han and Tavner, 2011). It is calculated 

using Equation (B.1).     

𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹 = 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 + 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅 (B.1) 

Availability: Can be described as the ability of a component to carry out its required 

function over a time interval with the assumption that maintenance support is available 

(Rausand and Høyland, 2004). The equation to calculate average availability can be seen 

in Equation (B.2). Figure 32Error! Reference source not found. shows a schematic 

overview how availability is dependent of reliability, maintainability, and the maintenance 

support.  
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𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 + 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅
 (B.2) 

 

 
Figure 32: Schematics of Reliability, availability and maintenance, adapted from 

Rausand and Høyland, 2004.  
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APPENDIX C. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS 
This appendix explains some of theory behind series and parallel systems as well as other 

configurations.  

 

SERIES SYSTEM 

In a simple series configuration all blocks are dependent of each other, for the overall 

system to function all blocks needs to function. The series system is arranged so that the 

output from the previous block is the input to the next block, and as a result requires both 

blocks to be operational. If one block fails in a series configuration the system fails 

(ReliaSoft, 2015b). The series system is sensitive to individual component reliability and 

number of components as the reliability of the system is the product of the reliability of 

each component. The general relationship for a system of n components arranged in series 

is seen in Equation (C.1) (ReliaSoft, 2015b). 

𝑅𝑠 =  ∏ 𝑅𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (C.1) 

𝑅𝑠 = reliability of the system  

𝑅𝑖 = reliability of the component i, probability of component i to be operational  

 

PARALLEL SYSTEM 

In a simple parallel configuration all blocks must fail for the system to fail. A parallel 

system is redundant as the system is functional if e.g. one remaining block is functional. 

Redundancy is one method to increase the system reliability (ReliaSoft, 2015b). A parallel 

system is less sensitive to individual component reliability further, as it is redundant the 

reliability improves with an increased number of components in the system. The general 

relationship for a system of n components arranged in parallel is seen Equation (C.2) 

(ReliaSoft, 2015b): 

𝑅𝑠 = 1 − ∏(1 − 𝑅𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (C.2) 

𝑅𝑆 = reliability of the system  
𝑅𝑖 = reliability of the component i, probability of component i to be operational  
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There are instances where the system requires more than one block functioning in order 

for the system to function. These systems are called k-out-of-n systems, where it is 

functioning if at least k of the n components are functioning. The simple parallel system 

is considered 1-out-of-n, a series system is n-out-of-n (Rausand and Høyland, 2004). The 

reliability of a system with identical parallel components can be evaluated using the 

binomial distribution as in Equation (C.3) (ReliaSoft, 2015b). 

 

 𝑅𝑠(𝑘, 𝑛, 𝑅) =  ∑ (
𝑛

𝑟
)

𝑛

𝑟=𝑘

𝑅𝑟(1 − 𝑅)𝑛−𝑟 (C.3) 

 𝑛 = total number of components in parallel  

 𝑘 = minimum number of components required for system success  

 𝑅 = reliability of each component  

 
(

𝑛

𝑟
) = 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  

𝑛!

𝑟! (𝑛 − 𝑟)!
 

 

 

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS 

When systems increase in size and complexity it may no longer be enough to represent it 

in simple series or parallel configurations. The solution is to analyse the blocks in sections, 

find the individual simple series or/and parallel parts, and then combine them (ReliaSoft, 

2015b). Myers (2010) mentions that in reality systems are not simply interconnected but 

have complex interconnections, meaning that it can’t be reduced to a simple series or 

parallel configuration. In these cases one can use the decomposition method, event space 

method or path racing method (ReliaSoft, 2015b). 
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APPENDIX D. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
This chapter explains the probability distributions and how one can use them in reliability 

calculations. The Thesis describes the exponential and Weibull distributions, but other 

common probability distributions are e.g. normal, lognormal, log-logistic etc. In terms of 

calculating reliability of a component or a system it is necessary to have failure data. In 

an ideal case one has a large sample data detailing when and what failure occurred, which 

is used to fit a probability distribution and determine the parameters. It is common to only 

know the MTBF and not a failure distribution which only give a linear behaviour. 

Depending on the situation, one needs to consider what distribution has the best fit 

(ReliaSoft, 2021).  

 

EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION  

The exponential distribution is widely used in reliability analysis, as is pointed out by 

ReliaSoft (2021) that due to its simplicity the distribution is accepted and used, even where 

it may not apply. The limitation of the exponential distribution is that it assumes a constant 

failure rate regardless of the accumulated age of the component. If one has a MTBF metric 

it is likely that an exponential distribution has been used for the analysis, this is common 

and tabulated data for components exists. Myers (2010) writes that the exponential 

distribution is appropriate to use for components with a failure rate that is time 

independent, e.g. electronic devices (for the useful life after burn in period). 

The exponential probability density function (2-parameter exponential distribution) is 

described in Equation (D.1). The equation has a scale parameter λ, describing the rate for 

the distribution, in this case it represents constant failure rate e.g. failures per hour. γ is the 

location parameter which describes a shift in the distribution either positive or negative, if 

positive it represents that a failure cannot happen before that time, if negative it represents 

that failure may occur before time 0 (e.g. during shipping). The exponential distribution 

is a special case of the Weibull distribution with λ=1/β =1 (ReliaSoft, 2015a). 

The exponential probability density function:  

𝑓(𝑡) =  𝜆𝑒−𝜆(𝑡−𝛾) (D.1) 

If γ=0 the distribution is a 1-parameter exponential distribution, Equation (D.2): 
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𝑓(𝑡) =  𝜆𝑒−𝜆𝑡 (D.2) 

The reliability function (survival function) in Equation (D.3): 

𝑅(𝑡) = 1 −  ∫ 𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 = ∫ 𝜆𝑒−𝜆𝑢𝑑𝑢 = 𝑒−𝜆𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 > 0
𝑡

0

 
𝑡

0

 (D.3) 

Mean time to failure in Equation (D.4): 

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 =  ∫ 𝑡 𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = ∫ 𝑡 𝜆𝑒−𝜆𝑡 𝑑𝑡 =
1

𝜆

∞

0

∞

0

 (D.4) 

 

WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 

The Weibull distribution is commonly used in reliability analysis, the distribution is useful 

as it can model various behaviours depending on the parameters. The distribution is 

determined by the shape parameter β, the scale parameter η and location parameter γ. 

Equation (D.5) shows a 3-parameter Weibull distribution, while Equation (D.6) shows the 

2-parameter distribution where γ=0.  

The Weibull distribution can describe any of the part of the bathtub curve by adjusting the 

shape parameter β. If β<1 it represents a failure rate that is decreasing with time, this is 

useful where one expects a higher number of failures e.g. in the early life. With β=1 it 

represents a constant failure rate, which can be used to describe failures in the useful life 

period. β>1 represents an increasing failure rate and can be used for wear-out type of 

failures (ReliaSoft, 2015a). 

3-parameter Weibull probability density function: 

𝑓(𝑡) =
𝛽

𝜂
(

𝑡 − 𝛾

𝜂
)

𝛽−1

𝑒
−(

𝑡−𝛾
𝜂

)
𝛽

 (D.5) 

2-parameter Weibull probability density function: 

𝑓(𝑡) =
𝛽

𝜂
(

𝑡

𝜂
)

𝛽−1

𝑒
−(

𝑡
𝜂

)
𝛽

 (D.6) 

The reliability function (survival function) in Equation (D.7): 

𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑒
−(

𝑡
𝜂

)
𝛽

 for 𝑡 > 0 
(D.7) 

Mean time to failure in Equation (D.8) with gamma function in Equation (D.9): 
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𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 =  ∫ 𝑅(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = 𝜂 Γ (
1

𝛽
+ 1)  

∞

0

 (D.8) 

Γ  is the gamma function, Γ(n) = (𝑛 − 1)! (D.9) 
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APPENDIX E. DATA SOURCES 
This appendix describes the data sources, first the failure rates assumed for the 

simulations, followed by background on failure data and assumptions regarding vessel 

requirement for maintenance activity and estimation of expected operational delays due 

to weather.  

 

FAILURE RATES 
Failure rates according from Carrol, McDonald and McMillan (2016) and corresponding 

MTTF if it would be an exponential distribution. A Weibull distribution is estimated using 

NREL (2012) to set the shape parameter and then calculate the scale parameter so that the 

MTTF is equal to the exponential case, as per Equation (D.8), the resulting distributions 

ca be seen in Table 6. 

Table 6: Failure rates and Weibull distribution parameters 

Assembly Failure severity 
Failure rate 

[λ] 

MTTF  
[Exponential dist 

(1/λ)] 

MTTF  
[Weibull dist.] 

Scale param.  
[η] 

Shape param.  
[β] 

Rotor Blades 

Major replacement 0.001 1000.0 1000.0 1111.4 3.5 

Major repair 0.01 100.0 100.0 111.1 3.5 

Minor repair 0.456 2.2 2.2 2.4 3.5 

No Cost data 0.053 18.9 18.9 21.0 3.5 

Rotor Hub unit 

Major replacement 0.001 1000.0 1000.0 1119.8 3 

Major repair 0.038 26.3 26.3 29.5 3 

Minor repair 0.182 5.5 5.5 6.2 3 

No Cost data 0.014 71.4 71.4 80.0 3 

Pitch system 

Major replacement 0.001 1000.0 1000.0 1111.4 3.5 

Major repair 0.179 5.6 5.6 6.2 3.5 

Minor repair 0.824 1.2 1.2 1.3 3.5 

No Cost data 0.072 13.9 13.9 15.4 3.5 

Gearbox 

Major replacement 0.154 6.5 6.5 7.2 3.5 

Major repair 0.038 26.3 26.3 29.2 3.5 

Minor repair 0.395 2.5 2.5 2.8 3.5 

No Cost data 0.046 21.7 21.7 24.2 3.5 

Yaw System Major replacement 0.001 1000.0 1000.0 1128.4 2 
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Assembly Failure severity 
Failure rate 

[λ] 

MTTF  
[Exponential dist 

(1/λ)] 

MTTF  
[Weibull dist.] 

Scale param.  
[η] 

Shape param.  
[β] 

Major repair 0.006 166.7 166.7 188.1 2 

Minor repair 0.162 6.2 6.2 7.0 2 

No Cost data 0.02 50.0 50.0 56.4 2 

Generator 

Major replacement 0.095 10.5 10.5 11.9 2 

Major repair 0.321 3.1 3.1 3.5 2 

Minor repair 0.485 2.1 2.1 2.3 2 

No Cost data 0.098 10.2 10.2 11.5 2 

Converter 

Major replacement 0.005 200.0 200.0 225.7 2 

Major repair 0.081 12.3 12.3 13.9 2 

Minor repair 0.076 13.2 13.2 14.8 2 

No Cost data 0.018 55.6 55.6 62.7 2 

Transformer 

Major replacement 0.001 1000.0 1000.0 1128.4 2 

Major repair 0.003 333.3 333.3 376.1 2 

Minor repair 0.052 19.2 19.2 21.7 2 

No Cost data 0.009 111.1 111.1 125.4 2 

Electrical 
components 

Major replacement 0.002 500.0 500.0 564.2 2 

Major repair 0.016 62.5 62.5 70.5 2 

Minor repair 0.358 2.8 2.8 3.2 2 

No Cost data 0.059 16.9 16.9 19.1 2 

Contactor / Circuit 
breaker /relay 

Major replacement 0.002 500.0 500.0 564.2 2 

Major repair 0.054 18.5 18.5 20.9 2 

Minor repair 0.326 3.1 3.1 3.5 2 

No Cost data 0.048 20.8 20.8 23.5 2 

Lub/oil/cooling 
system 

Major replacement 0 - - - - 

Major repair 0.006 166.7 166.7 188.1 2 

Minor repair 0.407 2.5 2.5 2.8 2 

No Cost data 0.058 17.2 17.2 19.5 2 

Pumps/motors 

Major replacement 0 - - - - 

Major repair 0.043 23.3 23.3 25.8 3.5 

Minor repair 0.278 3.6 3.6 4.0 3.5 

No Cost data 0.025 40.0 40.0 44.5 3.5 
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Assembly Failure severity 
Failure rate 

[λ] 

MTTF  
[Exponential dist 

(1/λ)] 

MTTF  
[Weibull dist.] 

Scale param.  
[η] 

Shape param.  
[β] 

Heaters/Coolers 

Major replacement 0 - - - - 

Major repair 0.007 142.9 142.9 148.1 1.1 

Minor repair 0.19 5.3 5.3 5.5 1.1 

No Cost data 0.016 62.5 62.5 64.8 1.1 

Other components 

Major replacement 0.001 1000.0 1000.0 1128.4 2 

Major repair 0.042 23.8 23.8 26.9 2 

Minor repair 0.812 1.2 1.2 1.4 2 

No Cost data 0.15 6.7 6.7 7.5 2 

Sensors 

Major replacement 0 - - - - 

Major repair 0.07 14.3 14.3 16.1 2 

Minor repair 0.247 4.0 4.0 4.6 2 

No Cost data 0.029 34.5 34.5 38.9 2 

Controls system 

Major replacement 0.001 1000.0 1000.0 1128.4 2 

Major repair 0.054 18.5 18.5 20.9 2 

Minor repair 0.355 2.8 2.8 3.2 2 

No Cost data 0.018 55.6 55.6 62.7 2 

Safety system 

Major replacement 0 - - - - 

Major repair 0.004 250.0 250.0 282.1 2 

Minor repair 0.373 2.7 2.7 3.0 2 

No Cost data 0.015 66.7 66.7 75.2 2 

Tower and 
foundation 

Major replacement 0 - - - - 

Major repair 0.089 11.2 11.2 12.6 3 

Minor repair 0.092 10.9 10.9 12.2 3 

No Cost data 0.004 250.0 250.0 280.0 3 

Service items 

Major replacement 0 - - - - 

Major repair 0.001 1000.0 1000.0 1119.8 3 

Minor repair 0.108 9.3 9.3 10.4 3 

No Cost data 0.016 62.5 62.5 70.0 3 

 

DATA SOURCES  

This section contains the failure and cost data from Carrol, McDonald and McMillan 

(2016) which forms a basis for the Thesis. 
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Figure 33: Turbine assemblies failure rates (Carrol, McDonald and McMillan, 2016). 

 

 
Figure 34: Average repair cost for each turbine assembly (Carrol, McDonald and McMillan, 2016). 
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Figure 35: Average repair times for turbine assemblies (Carrol, McDonald and McMillan 2016). 

 

Figure 36: Number of technicians needed for repair (Carrol, McDonald and McMillan, 2016). 
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VESSEL ASSUMPTIONS 

Depending on the assembly failure and failure category different vessels are needed. Table 7 summarises the assumptions 

implemented into ReliaSoft BlockSim and the simulation. It is based on Dinwoodie et al. (2015), Carrol, McDonald and 

McMillan (2016), BVG Associates (2019) and NREL (2012). Estimation of delays due to operational limitations can be seen in 

Table 8, this is a combination of using the data from Feuchtwang and Infield (2013) and the repair time in Carrol, McDonald 

and McMillan (2016).  

 

Table 7: Vessel requirement for maintenance activities 

 
 

Table 8: Estimated expected operational delays in days 
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Major Repair SOV SOV CTV SOV SOV SOV SOV SOV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV SOV CTV

Minor Repair CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV

No Cost Data CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV CTV
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Major Replacement 10 10 0.5 10 2 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0

Major Repair 1 2 0.8 0.8 0.8 1 0.5 1 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.25 0.5 1 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.25 0

Minor Repair 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

No Cost Data 1 0.25 0.8 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.25 1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 1 0.25 0.25 0.25

Rotor module Power module Auxiliary equipment Control & Comm system
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APPENDIX F. ENERGY CALCULATION  
Wind park calculation in WindPro for a generic site on the Swedish west coast.  

 

 
Figure 37: WindPro annual energy calculation for a generic wind farm  
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APPENDIX G. SIMULATION RESULTS SINGLE TURBINE 
This appendix shows results from simulation for a single wind turbine over 30 years in 

ReliaSoft BlockSim. 

 

a) Point availability    b) Mean availability  

 
Figure 38: Single wind turbine simulation a) point availability and b) mean availability 

 
Figure 39: Single wind turbine block up/down simulation  
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Figure 40: Single wind turbine system failures over 30 years 

 
Figure 41: Simulation of cost development in ReliaSoft 

Note that it is not the complete cost (labour cost contains crew and vessel cost) and no 

waiting times accounted for.  
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a) Expected failures per assembly  b) Assembly block costs 

 
c) Drivetrain module block costs   d) Power module block costs 

 
Figure 42: ReliaSoft simulation results with a) expected failures for each module b) cost 

for each module c) cost split of drivetrain module d) cost split of power module 
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PARTIAL RESTORATION 
The partial restoration factors affect the expected number of failures over time. A 

sensitivity analysis was made to see how the restoration factor influence the number of 

failures. Four cases were investigated with a decreasing restoration factor, starting with 

100% restoration (full restoration) for all failure categories; major replacement, major 

repair, minor repair, and no cost failure. Second case was 95% restoration for all 

categories, third case 90% and fourth 85% restoration. The results of the simulation for a 

single wind turbine over 30 years can be seen in Figure 43. The influence of the restoration 

factor varies depending on which failure category, for minor repairs with frequent failures 

the behaviour is amplified and shows an exponential trend. For major repairs and major 

replacements, the failures are not that frequent, and the factor has less influence. In the 

analysis a restoration factor of 90% is used for major replacements and major repairs, 

while 95% is used for minor repairs and no cost failures. The rationale behind this is an 

assumption that failures should increase over time, how much is difficult to say. Meaning 

that major failures is assumed to have a moderate ~20% failure increase while minor 

failure are assumed to have a larger increase of ~45% compared to a full restoration 

scenario. 

 
Figure 43: Sensitivity study of partial restoration factors with (a) expected number of 

failures over 30 years and (b) relative number of failures 
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To highlight this assumption the behaviour a comparison against 100% restoration is 

made, see Figure 44. With full restoration the failure rate increases in the beginning but 

stays relatively constant after year 5. One would expect to see an increased failure rate 

with age, as the failure dataset is limited a partial restoration factor is introduced to force 

an increased failure rate. The effect of this is that failures increase from 7.2 failure per 

year in year 5, to 8.4 in year 10, 10.6 in year 20, 12.0 year 25 and 13.7 in year 30. The 

total number of failures over 30 years increases from 209 to 285.  

 

Figure 44: Comparison failure statistics full versus partial restoration factor 

Figure 45 shows expected number of failures per failure category. The full restoration data 

has an annual mean total failure rate of 7.0 over 30 years, split into minor repairs 5.5, 0.8 

major repairs, 0.2 major replacements and 0.5 with no cost data. The partial restoration 

data has an annual mean total failure of 9.5, split into 7.8 minor repairs, 0.96 major repairs, 

0.2 major replacements and 0.5 with no cost data.  
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Figure 45: Total failures over 30 years with full restoration compared to partial 

 

Figure 46 shows how the failure increases for gearbox and generator which are two 

important assemblies in terms of cost.  

 

 
Figure 46: Failure statistics full and partial restoration for (a) gearbox and (b) generator 
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APPENDIX H. SIMULATION RESULTS WIND FARM 
This appendix shows results from simulation for a wind farm consisting of 30 turbines 

over 30 years in ReliaSoft BlockSim. 

 

 
Figure 47: Wind farm block up/down simulation on wind turbine level. 
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Figure 48: Simulation of cost development for a wind farm 

Note that it is not the complete cost (CTV vessel added on top) and labour cost contains 

crew and vessel cost. 
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With some post-processing one can see how the vessel interventions develop over time in 

Figure 49, the total number of calls over 30 years for CTV is 7900, SOV 586 and WTIV 

240. The main O&M cost driver is vessel cost followed by crew cost and lastly spare part 

cost, the annual cost and accumulated cost can be seen in Figure 50. 

 

 
Figure 49: Annual vessel calls for the wind farm. 

 
Figure 50: Cost structure with a) Annual O&M cost for the wind farm and b) 

accumulated cost over 30 years. 
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APPENDIX I. LCOE CALCULATIONS 
 

 

Figure 51: LCOE calculation sheet  

USD to EUR 0.87 7th feb 2022 https://www.xe.com/currencycharts/?from=USD&to=EUR

BGP to EUR 1.18 7th feb 2022 https://www.xe.com/currencycharts/?from=GBP&to=EUR

Assumptions

Installed capacity (MW) 108

CAPEX €/MW 4050435

Annual OPEX €/MW From simulations

Annual production /MW 3667

Initial investment cost 437M€ 

Operations and mainteancen costs From simulations

Other O&M 5.27M€ (training, onshore logisitics, offshore logistics, health and safety inspctions, insureances, environmental studies etc.) and balance of plant maintenance

Decommissioning 22M€ €300k/MW

O&M growth rate % 2%

Annual eletrical output 396000 MWh

Project lifespan 20 Years

Discount rate 6.5%

Tax rate 29.9%

Note: Year 0 is building, year 1 first operational year

Net present value and LCOE calculation 20 years

O&M cost €/MW 109982 13063 20728 37185 53952 79997 108227 114045 130536 118305 113580 120491 121427 137345 129393 140647 141246 140446 159263 163202 156560

Total costs 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Inital investment 437M€ 0

O&M cost - 1.4M€ 2.2M€ 4.0M€ 5.8M€ 8.6M€ 11.7M€ 12.3M€ 14.1M€ 12.8M€ 12.3M€ 13.0M€ 13.1M€ 14.8M€ 14.0M€ 15.2M€ 15.3M€ 15.2M€ 17.2M€ 17.6M€ 16.9M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 

Other O&M 5.3M€ 5.3M€ 5.3M€ 5.4M€ 5.5M€ 5.6M€ 5.7M€ 5.8M€ 5.8M€ 5.9M€ 6.0M€ 6.1M€ 6.2M€ 6.3M€ 6.4M€ 6.5M€ 6.6M€ 6.7M€ 6.8M€ 6.9M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 

Decomissioning 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 22M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ -

Present value of CAPEX 437M€ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Present value of OPEX - 1.3M€ 2.0M€ 3.3M€ 4.5M€ 6.3M€ 8.0M€ 7.9M€ 8.5M€ 7.2M€ 6.5M€ 6.5M€ 6.2M€ 6.5M€ 5.8M€ 5.9M€ 5.6M€ 5.2M€ 5.5M€ 5.3M€ 4.8M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 

Present value of other O&M - 4.9M€ 4.6M€ 4.4M€ 4.2M€ 4.0M€ 3.8M€ 3.7M€ 3.5M€ 3.3M€ 3.2M€ 3.0M€ 2.9M€ 2.7M€ 2.6M€ 2.5M€ 2.4M€ 2.3M€ 2.2M€ 2.1M€ 2.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 

Present value of decommissioning - - 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 6M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ -

NPV of total costs 620M€ 0.0170 0.020 0.025 0.030 0.039 0.048 0.051 0.056 0.053 0.051 0.055 0.055 0.061 0.057 0.063 0.063 0.062638 0.0695938 0.0712874 0.0697128

€552,820,528.14 0.0170 0.019 0.024 0.029 0.036 0.044 0.046 0.051 0.047 0.046 0.049 0.049 0.054 0.052 0.055 0.055 0.0554676 0.0609007 0.062241 0.0606715

Total energy 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Availability [%] 99% 97% 95% 94% 92.4% 90% 89.9% 89% 89% 89.5% 88% 88% 87% 89% 87% 87% 88% 87% 86% 86% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Yearly output (MWh) 0 392238 383976 377788 371071 365823 357732 356036 353876 353551 354599 349205 349859 345846 353733 343975 346201 347337 343242 342462 341367 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Present value of output (MWh) 0 368298 338536 312751 288442 267007 245166 229111 213823 200588 188904 174676 164323 152524 146481 133746 126396 119071 110486 103507 96879 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NPV total output 3980718 MWh

3737763 O&M CAPEX Decom Other O&M

LCOE (Project lifespan 20 years) 155.86 €/MWh Total NPV 113M€ 437M€ 6M€ 64M€ 

179.24 $/MWh €/MWh 28.39 109.9 1.4 16.1

As part of LCOE 18.2% 70.5% 0.9% 10.4%

O&M cost €/MWh 28.39 33.32

Net present value and LCOE calculation 25 years

Total costs 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Inital investment 437M€ 

O&M cost - 1.4M€ 2.2M€ 4.0M€ 5.8M€ 8.6M€ 11.7M€ 12.3M€ 14.1M€ 12.8M€ 12.3M€ 13.0M€ 13.1M€ 14.8M€ 14.0M€ 15.2M€ 15.3M€ 15.2M€ 17.2M€ 17.6M€ 16.9M€ 18.1M€ 18.2M€ 20.4M€ 19.6M€ 21.2M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 

Other O&M 5.3M€ 5.3M€ 5.3M€ 5.4M€ 5.5M€ 5.6M€ 5.7M€ 5.8M€ 5.8M€ 5.9M€ 6.0M€ 6.1M€ 6.2M€ 6.3M€ 6.4M€ 6.5M€ 6.6M€ 6.7M€ 6.8M€ 6.9M€ 7.0M€ 7.1M€ 7.2M€ 7.3M€ 7.4M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 

Decomissioning 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 

Present value of CAPEX 437M€ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Present value of OPEX - 1.3M€ 2.0M€ 3.3M€ 4.5M€ 6.3M€ 8.0M€ 7.9M€ 8.5M€ 7.2M€ 6.5M€ 6.5M€ 6.2M€ 6.5M€ 5.8M€ 5.9M€ 5.6M€ 5.2M€ 5.5M€ 5.3M€ 4.8M€ 4.8M€ 4.6M€ 4.8M€ 4.3M€ 4.4M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 

Present value of other O&M - 4.9M€ 4.6M€ 4.4M€ 4.2M€ 4.0M€ 3.8M€ 3.7M€ 3.5M€ 3.3M€ 3.2M€ 3.0M€ 2.9M€ 2.7M€ 2.6M€ 2.5M€ 2.4M€ 2.3M€ 2.2M€ 2.1M€ 2.0M€ 1.9M€ 1.8M€ 1.7M€ 1.6M€ 1.5M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 0.0M€ 

Present value of decommissioning - - 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 4M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 

NPV of total costs 650M€ 

Total energy 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Availability [%] 99% 97% 95% 94% 92% 90% 90% 89% 89% 90% 88% 88% 87% 89% 87% 87% 88% 87% 86% 86% 87% 85% 85% 85% 84% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Yearly output (MWh) 392238 383976 377788 371071 365823 357732 356036 353876 353551 354599 349205 349859 345846 353733 343975 346201 347337 343242 342462 341367 343783 337149 337782 337414 330789 0 0 0 0 0 0

Present value of output (MWh) 368298 338536 312751 288442 267007 245166 229111 213823 200588 188904 174676 164323 152524 146481 133746 126396 119071 110486 103507 96879 91610 84359 79359 74434 68519 0 0 0 0 0 0

NPV total output 4378999 MWh

4378999 O&M CAPEX Decom Other O&M O&M CAPEX Decom Other O&M Extension prod 398281 MWh

LCOE (Project lifespan 25 years) 148.50 €/MWh Total NPV 136M€ 437M€ 4M€ 73M€ Total NPV 22.9M€ 0M€ 0M€ 8.5M€ LCOE ext 78.77 €/MWh

170.77 $/MWh €/MWh 31.04 99.9 1.0 16.6 €/MWh 57.5 0.0 0.0 21.3

As part of LCOE 20.9% 67.3% 0.6% 11.2% As part of LCOE 73.0% 0.0% 0.0% 27.0%

O&M cost €/MWh 31.04 38.00

Net present value and LCOE calculation 30 years

Total costs 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Inital investment 437M€ 

O&M cost - 1.4M€ 2.2M€ 4.0M€ 5.8M€ 8.6M€ 11.7M€ 12.3M€ 14.1M€ 12.8M€ 12.3M€ 13.0M€ 13.1M€ 14.8M€ 14.0M€ 15.2M€ 15.3M€ 15.2M€ 17.2M€ 17.6M€ 16.9M€ 18.1M€ 18.2M€ 20.4M€ 19.6M€ 21.2M€ 21.6M€ 20.2M€ 23.1M€ 23.8M€ 26.9M€ 0.0M€ 

Other O&M 5.3M€ 5.3M€ 5.3M€ 5.4M€ 5.5M€ 5.6M€ 5.7M€ 5.8M€ 5.8M€ 5.9M€ 6.0M€ 6.1M€ 6.2M€ 6.3M€ 6.4M€ 6.5M€ 6.6M€ 6.7M€ 6.8M€ 6.9M€ 7.0M€ 7.1M€ 7.2M€ 7.3M€ 7.4M€ 7.5M€ 7.6M€ 7.8M€ 7.9M€ 8.0M€ 0.0M€ 

Decomissioning 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22M€ 

Present value of CAPEX 437M€ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Present value of OPEX - 1.3M€ 2.0M€ 3.3M€ 4.5M€ 6.3M€ 8.0M€ 7.9M€ 8.5M€ 7.2M€ 6.5M€ 6.5M€ 6.2M€ 6.5M€ 5.8M€ 5.9M€ 5.6M€ 5.2M€ 5.5M€ 5.3M€ 4.8M€ 4.8M€ 4.6M€ 4.8M€ 4.3M€ 4.4M€ 4.2M€ 3.7M€ 4.0M€ 3.8M€ 4.1M€ 0.0M€ 

Present value of other O&M - 4.9M€ 4.6M€ 4.4M€ 4.2M€ 4.0M€ 3.8M€ 3.7M€ 3.5M€ 3.3M€ 3.2M€ 3.0M€ 2.9M€ 2.7M€ 2.6M€ 2.5M€ 2.4M€ 2.3M€ 2.2M€ 2.1M€ 2.0M€ 1.9M€ 1.8M€ 1.7M€ 1.6M€ 1.5M€ 1.5M€ 1.4M€ 1.3M€ 1.3M€ 1.2M€ 0.0M€ 

Present value of decommissioning - - 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 0M€ 3M€ 

NPV of total costs 676M€ 

Total energy 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Availability [%] 99% 97% 95% 94% 92% 90% 90% 89% 89% 90% 88% 88% 87% 89% 87% 87% 88% 87% 86% 86% 87% 85% 85% 85% 84% 86% 84% 83% 84% 82% 0%

Yearly output (MWh) 392238 383976 377788 371071 365823 357732 356036 353876 353551 354599 349205 349859 345846 353733 343975 346201 347337 343242 342462 341367 343783 337149 337782 337414 330789 338729 334472 328765 333412 323589 0

Present value of output (MWh) 368298 338536 312751 288442 267007 245166 229111 213823 200588 188904 174676 164323 152524 146481 133746 126396 119071 110486 103507 96879 91610 84359 79359 74434 68519 65881 61083 56376 53684 48922 0

NPV total output 4664945 MWh

O&M CAPEX Decom Other O&M O&M CAPEX Decom Other O&M Extension prod 684227 MWh

LCOE (Project lifespan 30 years) 144.81 €/MWh Total NPV 156M€ 437M€ 3M€ 79.4M€ Total NPV 42.6M€ 0M€ 0M€ 15.2M€ LCOE ext 84.45 €/MWh

166.54 $/MWh €/MWh 33.4 93.8 0.7 17.0 €/MWh 62.3 0.0 0.0 22.1

As part of LCOE 23.0% 64.8% 0.5% 11.7% As part of LCOE 73.8% 0.0% 0.0% 26.2%

O&M cost €/MWh 33.37 43.02
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APPENDIX J. RELIASOFT MODEL SET UP 
This appendix provides an overview 

of the simulation setup in ReliaSoft 

BlockSim. For each block 

representing an assembly, resources 

are implemented. These are 

resources are divided into: models 

(time and cost), crews (who does 

what repair), and corrective tasks 

(uses models and crews). Figure 52 

shows an example of the Gearbox 

assembly with major repair 

information.  

 

Models 

There are in total 316 models 

implemented in the setup, these 

represents failure distributions, 

repair times and costs for each 

assembly, in addition vessel costs 

and mobilisation- and transit times, 

see Figure 53.  

 

Corrective tasks 

This tab summarises all corrective 

maintenance tasks, what crew is 

used, how long time a repair takes, 

how effective the restoration is 

(partial restoration) and what spare 

part should be used, see Figure 54. 

Figure 53: Resource window with models 

Figure 52: Block properties example 
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Crews 

This is a combination of vessel need and crews, in order to set a certain vessel type to a 

failure it was necessary to split up crews in multiple versions. Each contain information 

of cost and logistic delay due to waiting on weather and transit to the wind farm, see Figure 

55. 

Spare part pools 

Contains the spare parts information, what the cost of the part is, how long the spare 

acquisition time is which is used to represent the vessel mobilisation time. In addition, one 

can set the number of spare parts in the inventory, see Figure 56. 

 

 
Figure 54: Resource window with corrective tasks view 
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Figure 55: Resource window with crews view 

 

 
Figure 56: Resource window with spare part pools view 


